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particapated in a frenzied
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extravaganza. See story
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Relocation of Albacore engineering marvel
By Jon Ekstrom
Amidst thunderous applause
from a flabbergasted, awe-struck
crowd, the 1,300 ton hull of the
navy submarine USS Albacore
assed into a shelterin channel

cut in the bank of Portsmouth
harbor leading to her final
resting place.
Some 2,000 spectators
crowded the Portsmouth bridge
and Market Street Extension

this past Saturday to greet one for Albacore Park, part of the
of the Navy's finest experimen- newly established Port of Portstal submarines as it was pulled mouth Maritime Museum.
into what will become its perThe movement of the Albamanent home port. The Alba- core to its present location on
core will serve as the centerpiece the outskirts of Portsmouth was

an engineering marvel masterminded by a firm called Crandall
Dry Dock a fifth-generation
company out of Dedham, Massachusetts. Working with a
specialized fore;~ of Portsmouth
Naval Reservists and the combined engineering talents of
Griffin Construction, Civil Consultants and H.B. Fleming Incorporated, the May 4 move was
the culmination of many
months of physical preparation
· and years of planning.
fn a carefully orchestrated
sequence of operations, the
Albacore was towed into position by Army Transportation
Corps Tugboats to await the
harbor high tide; an element
that would provide the critical
factor of depth necessary to clear
the sub's hull in the. shallow
harbor waters.
Saturday's tides had been
calculated to be the highest for
wme time. The engineers could
only hope so; once undertaken,
the moving of the submarine
could not be reversed. Should
their calculations prove wrong,
the sub could become impossibly

BIG CATCH, page 19

Shuttle
program
a reality

The U.S.S. Albacore is dragged inch by inch to its final resting point in the newly founded Albacore Park and Pon of Portsmouth
Memorial Museum.(Photo Jon Ekstrom)
By Andrea Holbrook
"It's definitely a reality."
So spoke Student Body President Deanne Ethier on the new
shuttle system.
Sunday night the Student
Senate passed and recommended implementation of a
By Dave Olson
from private sources, and the_ proposal from the Campus
The newly opened Computer remainder came from U niver- Transit Association (CTA) Ad
Aided Design, Analysis, and sity sources," he said.
hoc Committee.
Graphics (CADAG) Center will
"The Center will be open
The CTA will implement an
give UNH students the oppor- primarily to undergraduate and effective shuttle, Kari-Van, and
tunity to work with advanced graduate students in the CEPS, parking program using $91,500
computer technology, including but outside students will also collected from the Student Acthe ability to create a three- have access to the CADAG," tivity Fee (SAF). Ten dollars
dimensional form on a two- said Sproul.
of the SAF have been allocated
dimensional screen.
"It's a great opportunity for for the CTA.
The Center is housed in our students and faculty to
The proposal states that:
Kingsbury Hall and contains obtain experience in the area
• A two-route shuttle system
computer graphics terminals, of computer graphics and de- can be established for $65,000
data tablets, plotters and soft- sign," he said.
for use by all of the University
ware. The Center has been open
The funding for the CADAG community.
for about a year, but has not been Center came from University
• A free Kari-Van service,
operating to full capacity, said sources and the corporate com- provided to all SAF payers, can
Otis Sproul, Dean of the College munity, Sproul said.
be established with a $20,000
of Engineering and Physical
Companies donating funds -s ubsidy from the SAF account.
Sciences (CEPS).
or equipment, or both include
• A core parking system will
The total cost of the Center PRIME Computer Inc., of Nat- be extremely beneficial and
Otis Sproul snips the rib on to open a new University of New was about $450,000 said Sproul.
SHUTTLE, page 7
Hampshire computer center with David Limbert right, and "$250,000 of the funding came CADAG, page 9
Patrick Messer center.

$450,000 computer transforms2D to 3D
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ROTC demon strates
pride with award s
By Margaret Consalvi
"We're interested in bright
young people who are intellectually able and physically fit,
people who are intellectually
sensitive," Colonel Richard
Erickson of UNH' s ROTC program said.
The interest that Erickson
spoke of and the produced
results were evident Sunday at
the UNH Army-Air Force
Awards Ceremony.
Some 70 students were honored in the Lundhold Gymnasium at 10 a.m. for their academic and military

Recipients of the awards

<1Lliic;vc1ncnt;,.

_R OTC students parading in Friday afternoon retreat service in front of Thompson Hall.(Jim
·
·
Millard photo)

"The nice thing about the
awards ceremony is that a lot
of folks from out of state come
in to recognize the student's
achievements," ~rickson said.
"The opportunities that are
given to practice things in the
classroo~ are probably unpa-

Studen ts honor ed for achiev ement s
By Andrea Holbrook
Nearly 1,700 students were _
honored for their academic
achievements on Sunday at
UNH's 1985 Honors Convocation.
The convocation honored
approximately 1,500 students
having a 3.2 or higher grade
average, and students receiving
scholarships and awards.
The criteria for selection as
an honors student are a 3.2 or
higher grade point average in
12 or more letter-graded credits
for the fall 1984 semester and
the previous spring semester,
regardless of the cumulative
grade point average.
Sixteen seniors were desig-

nated Presidential Scholars. has established a major endowThese students achieved grade ment to benefit the UNH Mapoint averages of 3.8 to 4.0 in rine Program. Pettee was also
at least 64 credits in letter national director of the Citizen's
graded courses at UNH. Pres- Scholarship Foundation of
. ident Gordon Haaland estab- America and an Advisor to the
lished the designation this year. US delegation to the World
Leslie S. Hubbard, a UNH Poultry Congress in 1951 and
graduate of the Class of 1927, 1966.
. Dr. Robert F. Barlow, Prowas awarded the Charles
of Economics and Adminfessor
The
Medal.
Pettee
Holmes
and Dr. John C. Rouistration,
medal was established in 1940
of Classics, were
Professor
-~an,
and
Association
Alumni
the
by
is awarded annually to a resident each given the Distinguished
or former resident of New Teaching Award.
The Distinguished Teaching
Hampshire for outstanding
is given annually to
Award
accomplishment.
or
service
exceptional teaching
recognize
Hubbard served as national
Nominations
faculty.
UNH
of
University's
the
of
chairman
Campaign for Distinction and are accepted from the whole

railed outside of ROTC training," Erickson said.
"In order to do those jobs
(students are preparing for)
they need to be able to manage
their time very well," he added.
Erickson said the ROTC program stresses academics, leadership, and athletic talent. However, "academics are always first.
We're quite proud of the students abilities," Erickson said.
The ROTC scholarships,
which have been presented since
1894, sent the same proud
tingles through parents that
have been felt for 108 years.

University Community and final
selections are made by a committee of students, faculty, and
alumni.
Barlow was honored for his
role in the creation of the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics, as its first dean,
and as vice president of the
University, as well as his knowledge of professionalism in the
classroom.
Rouman was cited for encouraging students to study the
Classics and Latin and for inspiring the addition to Dimond
Library's holdings in the Clas-

HONORS, page 18

which were based on academic
and military achievements were:
• Michelle A. Cloutier and
Christopher V. Hill who received the President's award and
the presidential sabre.
• Kevin J. Miller, recipient
of the George C. Marshall
award.
•Sean M. McDermott, Kyle
E. Nickerson, Robert J. Colfer
and Kathleen C. Bain who
received the Department of the
Army Superior Cadet A Nards ..
• PaufS. Forte, Chrisophter
V. Hill, Nancy C. Brown, Michelle A. Wagner, Kar~n M.
Messier and Scott M. Reed
received the American Legion
Military Excellence A wards.
• The American Legion Scholastic Excellence award went to
Julie M. Howley, Seth A. Moyer,
Rebecca A. Ellingwood, Robert
J. Lyons, and Mark H. Nadeau.
• James M. Racasse received
the Air Force Association
Award.
• David L. Labrie and Peter
H. Miyares received the National Sojourners award.
• Patricia A. Sachs and

ROTC, page 10

NEWS IN BRIEF
·Marijuana bill killed
A bill introduced to reduce the penalty for
possession of marijuana was voted down last week.
Legislatures argued that not to vote it down would
be sending "young people the wrong signal."
The bill would have reduced the charge for
marijuana possession of one ounce or less from
a misdemeanor to only a violation.

Tub~ promotes obesity

Toddler's ingest LSD

Addiction to television, not junk food has been
direct!y linked to obesity in teenagers.
This has been related to children's temptation
to snack while watching T.V. and also sitting in
front of the tube detracts from participating in
physical activity.
T.V. has ranked second only to pre-existing
obesity.

A 2-year-old and a 3-year-old from Center
Moriches, New York, remain in critical condition
after swallowing 89 LSD tablets Sunday.
The tablets were left on a kitchen table and the
3-year-old apparently shared them with his 2-yar.
old brother.
They were brought to the hospital when their
mother noticed they were lethargic, and their eyes
were dilated.

Big Trivial Pursuit
Water main site okayed
Residents of Lee want the water main for Data
General's new plant to run as close as possible to
the center line of Old Concord Road in Lee.
· Lee Selectman Joseph Ford recently said Durham
wanted the water main to run about 5 to 8 feet from
the center line, while the state originally wanted
it 17 feet from the center fine of Old Concord Road.
Ford said the farther out the main runs, the greater
the devastinating effect it could have on the
environment.
George Crombie, Lee's director of Public Works
said he believes the state and the town of Lee should
reach an agreement by Friday. ·

A human-sized Trivial Pursuit game was held
in Duluth, Minnesota at the College of St. Scholastica.
Students shuffled around the board which was
100 feet in diameter in styrofoam game pieces.
Their goal was to get into the Guinness Book
of World Records as the largest Trivial Pursuit
game ever.

Speaker to address
technolog y and the
role of wom~n
Dr. Thema Estrin, director of UCLA Extension
Department of Engineering and Sciences, and
assistant dean for Continuing Education in the School
of Engineering and Applied Science will address
"Technology and the Role of Women" at 8 pm
Tuesday in Room 201 of Parsons Hall.

Final event slated in
evo lotion-seri es
The final event in UNH's Elliott Lectures on
Evolution will be performed Tuesday, May 7, at
8 pm in the Strafford Room of the MUB.
Darius Milhaud's ballet, "The Creation of the
World" is free and open to the public.
The ballet is presented by the Department of
Theater and Communication's dance program and
the Department of Music.

Correction
In the May 3 issue of The New Hampshire the
wrong photographer was listed as having taken
the Art Gallery photo on page 15. Cathrine Koltaridis
was the photographer not Dave Druin.

.
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Phones
out until
October

PAGE THREE ·

Computer theft
for fourth time
By Bob Burns
An Epson Spectrum LX 80
computer printer was stolen last .
Thursday from the computer
lab in Barton Hall. This has been
the fourth computer related
theft to occur at the University
in the past month including the
two at the Stoke Hall cluster and
the missing Apple computer
from the MAC center at Christensen Hall.

possible connection," he said.
Tuttle said that he wondered
why the University was still on
the same system of locks with
a missing pair of master keys
floating around. "Unfortunately, it would be to costly to replace
all the locks on campus which
means the Police have chosen
instead to try and track down
the computer thief. Personally,
I think this is the right thing
to do but whether this is the
right choice remains to be seen,"

By Ed Garland
The new $3 million AT&T
(American Telephone and Telegraph) Telephone System '85, •
which was scheduled for completion by August 15 of this year,
has been postponed until midOctober.
AT&T Representative B.ruce
Taggart said the delay was
caused by scheduling problems
According to Steve 1·uttle, he said.
with the blasting and wiring
instructor
at the Thompson
procedures.
Tuttle also pointed out that
School's Barton Hall, the com"Every building on campus
the University has no insurance
puter
printer,
valued
at
$283.00
must be rewired and much of
was taken through the use of on the computers except liabilthe wiring is underground,"
ity.
a
set of keys to the lab door.
Taggart said. "There will be
16,000 pairs of wires running
"The computers are supposed
from the relay center alone."
One of several sets of UniThe rewiring is necessary for
versity master keys was stolen to be self-insured but the University doen not possess ·a fund
the hook up of the new push
from an employee locker at the
button phones which will reDepartment of Public Safety last that can replace missing and
stolen items," he said.
place the older rotary dial ones
semester. There may be a link
currently in use.
between the missing keys and
The relay center, which will .
the rash of computer thefts.
Tuttle added that because the
be the "heart" of the new
Although according to Public University _does not receive
the
bookstore
parking
lot
is
making
way
for
the
new
$3
million
telephone system, is now befog
,Safety S~rgeant Robert Prince, much state funding, there is not
excavated at the bottom of the AT&T phone system for this fall.(Photo David Drouin)
"We are conducting an ongoing enough money to go around for
hill in front of the Spaulding actually make money in the completed along Mill Road and investigation into the incident. buying things like new compuLife Sciences Center building long-term future. Cables will at Pettee House.
Nonetheless, this does not mean ters "so as a result we will
and next to the Barnes and be run in ·conduits buried in
Taggart refused to comment that there is any related link continue to suffer with incidents
Noble Bookstore.
trenches to preserve the present further on the date of comple- betweeen the incidents and I like this unless we can put a stop
The new system, which was landscaping of the campus.
tion. Forbes also refused to cannot really comment on any to it all," he said.
started February 11, 1985, will
Taggart said that because comment further on the matter.
replace the current 1,800 phone much of the wiring will be
line system currently in use on underground, blasting will be
campus. Phyllis Forbes, director necessary. Due to the noise of
of UNH Administrative Ser- the blasting, construction would
vices, said the system, financed have to be shut down during the
,
over ten years, will update the University's regular class scheSenate control.
the Center decides it wants
old telephone system and put duling. This will cause delays By Leonard Dodge
The Student Senate passed
Because the Women's Center funding. This proposal will go
a cap on rising phone expen- in the phone-line construction
ditures at UNH.
and will probably stall the a bill Sunday, April 28 which did not file a concept and budget to the Student Activity Fee
She said the University would projected cut-over date in Oc- put the Women's Center's phys- during the November/February Council and must be approved
ical assets and its $2,000 to recognition process, it lost the before the Center can receive
run no risk oLlosing money on tober, Taggart said.
the new system and should
He said rewiring is now being $3,000 in monetary assets under funding it would have received funding.
from the Student Activity Fee · Deanne Ethier, student body
(SAF.)
president, said "the Senate will
The funds have been placed take no action" regarding the
in the Student Activity Fee decision whether or not to sell
Reserve Account (SAFRA).
the Center's physical assets or
According to the Senate con- donate its property.
By Catarina de Carvalho
Although the idea of peer and dormitory Resident Assist- st i tuion and SAF Council byThe bill passed Sunday gives
laws the organization's assets the Student Body President, in
The traditional concept of educators has been in the works ants.
older, more knowledgeable since 1977, the new program
The program is financed by will be controlled by the Student conjunction with the Student
teachers may no longer rule will be structured to reach a student health fees and conse- Senate. However, the Center Senate, the power to accept bids
every aspect of college learning. larger number of students, quently is "trying to provide as will still occupy its present office on any and or all of the Women's
UNH may break this lead cast according to Ms. Jorgenson
much and the best education to space and its programs may be Center physical assets.
According to Ms. Jorgenson, suit the student's needs," Eli- funded by the Programming
mold with the implementation
'Tm going to play it by ear,
and then decide," Ethier said.
of a peer education program on a method that used to reach zabeth MacDonald, coordinator Fund Organization (PFO)
sex.
more students will be to expose of Sexualities Education said.
The PFO will write proposals
for the Women's Center when WOMEN'S CENTER, page 9
Peer education is the main
focus of the new sexual health
programs, according to Cheryl
Jorgensen, coordinator of the
ffGetting inforPeer Education Program.
·
"Getting information from
mation from peers
peers has pr-oved more influential, and we're trying to make
has proved more
this influence a pbsitive one,"
lnfluential, and
Ms. Jorgenson said.

Women's center changes fund

Peers educate about sex

we're trying to
make this influence a positive one,"

CHERYL JORGENSE~ ..

the program to the Greek system, residential life, and other
places on campus that cater to
non-traditional students and
commuter students.
Jorgenson said student educators working with related
programs this semester have
been both male and female. The
presence of male educators has
encouraged a greater number
of male participators, according
to Jorgenson.
Next year's expansion is the
,result, ?f. re91!ests from st~dents

Horse and rider overcome an obstacle in the ·stadium jumping competition during this past
weekends Spring Horse Trials.(Photo Charles Smith Jr.)

/
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Sammer Day Calpp Couselor Positions

Graduate travels to teach

in Manchester New Hampshire
College work-study preferred
Contact

Frank Mitchell," Pine Island 4-H Center.
2849 Brown Ave, Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637

.Painters Wanted
Experience preferred but
n_ot necessary,
we.will train.
Call 659-2235; call MORNINGS. ·
Guy Marshall Painting Contractor

=-""..,..,...,...,...,...,...,...,..,..,..,...,..,..,..,...,...,...,..,..,..,..,....,..,....,...c,--...,...,..,...,...,..,..,.,o,""...,...,.,..,.-c

ROCK BOTTOM RECORDS

$3.95
RECORD
AND
CASSETTE

29 Congress Street

Portsmouth

N.H.

THE SERVANT OF
TWO MASTERS

Professor Nobukazu Aoki (left) sitting beside Robert Habbick
who will be teaching English in Japan next June.(Andrea
Holbrook photo)

By Andrea Holbrook
Robert Scott Habbick graduated from UNH in December
of '84 with a degree in Business
Administration, but in June
Habbick will leave from New
York for Japan - not to work
in a business-related field, but
to teach English.
Habbick will leave for Japan
on June 24 and has been stationed by the Japanese Ministry
of Education at the Educational
Board of N ishinomiya for the
year. Nishinomiya is a moderately sized city between Osaka
and Kobe.
Habbick will serve as as a
model native speaker of English
and will work in Nishinomiya's
junior and senior high school
English program.
Although a major or minor
in the Japanese language is not
currently. available at UNH,
Habbick said he feels the Japanese program is a good one.
"I was able to graduate and
overcome a field of 500 people
and be matched with such a job,"
said Habbick. N obukazu Aoki,
JAPANESE, page 5

Author speaks about deaf
By Erika Randmere
Novelist Joanne Greenberg
captivated an audience of over
eighty people reading from her
pieces Like a Native and Mergin~ Traffic in a -soft-spoken
voice.
In her reading last night in
the Forum Room, she described
the divisions people make between the deaf and hearing

world.
"Like a Native springs from
a fantasy I had when I read King
Soloman," said Greenberg. She
felt it would be "a wonderful
idea to be able to understand
many languages."
Mrs. Greenberg became interested in communicating with
the deaf when her husband
worked as a vocational rehabil-

itation counselor for the State
of Washington. She not only
teaches sign language but has
also assisted in setting up mental health programs for the deaf.
Her work with the deaf is
reflected in the sensitivity of
her writing.
In Like a Native she wrote
GREENBERG, page 18

Truffaldino's Double Duty
Adapted and directed by
Gilbert

B. Ddvenport

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham.

SPRING B002':CRUZ

May 2-4 at 8 p.m.
May 8 at 2 p.m.
May 9-11 at 8 p.m.
Preview: May f at 8 p. m.
General: $4
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni and Senior Citizens: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package-New England Center Restaurant

celebrate the last day of
classes together on the
VIKING SUN
in Portsmouth.
May 14
8-11 :00 p.m.
(Tickets available at Jodi's)
JOANNE GREENBERG
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Objectivism
Beginning May 5th
aboard the

MN.VIKING SUN
Tickets are limited.

8AM-4PM
$20-Adults
$10 - Children under 12 (under 5 free.)

Rated one of New England's best Whale Watches
by the United States Fisheries Department.

/431-5500
Ponsmouth, NI-J

That's what Adia temps say
about the summer work we get for
them. Because Adia's got great
opportunities with top companies, at
top pay scales - right in your area.
If you want to work for the best companies
in town, talk to the best service in town.
Come in or call today
for a great summer job - tomorrow.

Check the white pages for
the office nearest you.
S Boston offices.

/Is an advocate efreason,
egvism and capitalism,
I seek to reach the men ef
the intellect- wherever such
mqy still beJound."
Ayn Rand
Dr. Leonard Peikoff, author of
The Ominous Parallels, offers a
i2 lecture course on Ayn Rand's
philosophy, Objectivism.
Miss Rand participates in most
of the question periods. Recorded
live in New York. this course
will soon be given on tape in this

area. Please call for details.

A free descriptive brochure is
available on request.

D. BALDINO
8-11:00 P.M.

_ 627-3896
!1111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111•
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Future may see free parking
By W. Glenn Stevens
The 1984-85 Faculty Caucus
met last night in McConnell
Hall for the last time this year.
Their meeting centered on a
new campus parking policy
resolution which calls for free
on-campus parking for all oncampus students.
There are now 6,000 oncampus parking permits issued
each year for 1,700 parking
spaces and many faculty
members believe the current
battle between students and
faculty for choice parking spaces
is just too competitive.
"The problem is not paying
a parking fee, the problem is
finding a space after you pay for
the parking fee," said Caucus
Senator Brown.
UNH faculty believe their oncam pus parking needs should
take precedence over the needs
of students. Article 1 of the
resolution states "that faculty
and staff parking needs are
explicitly recognized as the first
priority."
"Our income is significantly
less than the national average,
this is just another picky ~hing,"
said an irate caucus member. "I
don't really care about the $40,"
he said.
"We should pay for parking
spaces, but only if we have a
reserved space," said Caucus

-JAPANESE<cominued from page 4)
a visiting professor from Japan
teachingJapanese at UNH, said
out of the 500 applicants the
Japanese Ministry of Education
only accepted 98.
"When I found out UNH had
a Japanese program, it was the
main reason I transferred here
(from Northern Essex Community College)," said Habbick.
"The program is not only
good because of the small
student-to-teacher ratio but is
further enhanced by the fact that
the instructor is a native Japanese," said Habbick.
He said was "very grateful
to the faculty and the University
for having such a good program
that I was able to get such a
position."
Aoki said Habbick "has a
great duty because his job is to
teach English and serve as a
_ cultural bridge between the
United States and Japan."
Aoki said, "English is a very
important language in the junior and senior high schools
because it provides Japanese
students with a gateway to the
world."
Habbick is one the first students involved in the UNH
Japanese program to get a job
in Japan. And Aoki said he
hopes this will give some stimulus to students studying
Japanese at UNH.
Aoki said Habbick "is not only
a native speaker of English, he
has studied Japanese. He knows
the different points of learning
a foriegn language so he can be
effective teaching English."
"As an alumnus I feel very
lucky that I studied at UNH and
was surrounded by such good
professors as Betty Roberts
(chairman and associate professor of Social Services), Yutaka Yamamoto (chairman and
associate professor of Philosphy), .and the Japanese exchange professors like Aokisensei (sensei is Japanese for
teacher)," said Habbick.

Senator Robert Craig.
The new campus parking
policy proposes a $587,000
expansion of the existing parking lot west of the railroad tracks
(A lot) be implemented with
a free shuttle service to and from
various points on campus. Supervision of the new lot is
estimated to cost an additional
$50,000.
There will be a considerable
savings for those students who
choose to park in the newly
refurbished A lot. The proposal
calls for $40 for on-campus
parking and only $10 for offcampus parking. The shuttle fee
will be included in the mandatory student activity fee.
This plan is designed to give
more accessibility to campus

parking for both students and
faculty.
One caucus senator was quick
to point out that students are
young and the possibility of an
additional walk should not
bother them.
One outwardly positive aspect
of the proposal was Article 8
which stated "that the preservation of the aesthetic appearance of the campus be a primary
conc.:ern in any parking proposals."
It must be noted that the
faculty caucus' proposal is just
a proposal and nothing is definite as of yet.
The proposal will be presented to President Gordon Haaland
who will make the final decision.

ouean pauifiu

CALENDAR
TUESDAY, MAY 7
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Modern Art," Margot
Clark, The Arts. Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m.-12:30
.
p.m.
UNH MUSIC DEPARTMENT: UNH Chamber Chorus
-concert with performances of Renaissance Motets; Italian
Madrigals; and Folk Songs by Palestrina, Croce, Vecchi, and
di Laso. University Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center,
8p.m. _ELLIOTT LECTURE SERIES: "The Creation of the World,"
ballet by Darius Milhaud. The University Dance Theater,
Orchestra and Chorus. Choreography by Jean Brown, Gay
Nardone and Larry Roberston. Also, tbe UNH Student Jazz
Combo with solo aancer Kathryn Cabrera. Strafford Room,
MUB,8p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Masters,"
by Carlo Goldoni. /ohnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center,
2 p.m. Students acuity/ staff, alumni and senior citizens,
$3, General public, $4.
NEW-OLD CINEMA: "Easy Living," Room 110, Murkland,
.
7 p.m.

THURSDAY, M~Y 9
BROWN BAG SERIES: University Galleries, Paul Creative
Arts· Center, noon.

The hottest
fashions from our
swimwear '85
collection by
Ocean Pacific

OUR LOW
PRICE

$2490

INTER-DISCIPLINARY ROUND TABLE: "Artificial
Intelligence: Can You Be Replaced by a Machine?" Eugene
Freuder, Computer Science. Grafton Room, MUB, 12:40 p.m.
MUSO FILM: To be announced.
M$ USO: Now Sound Express, MUB PUB, 8 p.m. Admission,
1.
UNH MUSIC DEPARTMENT: Women's Chorus Concert
with _works by vari<:ms artists. Students Miyako Shindo and
Jenni_fer Yeaton will perform. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Masters."
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 10

Reg. $27.50

SM LXL

COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT: "Ice Nine" with special
guest. MUB PUB, 8 p.m. Students, $2, Non-Students, $3.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Masters."
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.

50 Main St. Durham NH

~

PHOTOSMITH

THE QUALITY STANDARD FOR NEW ENGLAND

48 Main St.
Durham
868-1000

• Same Day Color Print Film
Processing
• Original Rolls In By 10:30 AM
Finished By 5:00 PM
•WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY With Ml Your PHOTOSMITH Photos .
If For Any Reason You Are Not .. .Please Say So. We Will Either Remake Them
To Your Satisfaction Or Cheerfullly Refund Yom Money.

With This Coupon

FREE
EXTRA SET OF PRINTS
Receive A Second Set Of Color Prints FREE
With Every Roll Of 110, 126, 35mm, Disc Color
Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
One Coupon Per Order. Expires 5/15/85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers
~

With This Coupon

"II

$2.00 OFF
PHOTOSMITH LAB

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Offer Valid On Sizes 135, 110, 126 & Disc
Kodacolor Or Compatible Color Print Film
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order
~annot Be Combined With Other Offers. Expires 5/15/85.,.
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NOTICES
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

TASk tip of the day
Finish your studying the night before your exam and
get a good night's sleep. Rest and a clear head will
help you concentrate.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE SERIES: "Arthur." Wednesday, May 8, Catholic
Student Center, 7:30 p.m.

cc,o-~_,._,...-cr..,;o,-_,._,._,.~_,._,.~..,;o,-..,.._,...,.._,..,....,..._,._,.~.,...__.,.._,._,..-c

Five visits for fifteen dollars
with student I.D. and coupon.

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM
OPEN HOUSE: Sponsored by Underwood House.
Get together for those involved with the program
and anyone who's interested in becoming involved.
Wednesday, May 8, Underwood House, 4 to 6 p.m.

~•

CAREER

INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Thursday,
May 9, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.

ALPHA ZETA MEETING: Mandatory meeting
for all members. Awards to be given out. Tuesday,
May 7, Notch Room, MUB, 6 p.m.

603-431-7047

Sun Tan Center
80 Vaughan Mall
Portsmouth, N.H.

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Wednesday, May 8, Room
203, Huddleston 1:30 to 4 p.m.

-TELEPHOIIE TAPE LINE
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Center
·

and

TAPES AVAILABLE

·

CoolAid
•lstee\-vccx,e

862-3554

Dating
Fighting Constructively ..... 5
Expressing Negative Thoughts and Feelings ..... 6
Dealing with Constructive Criticism .. :.. ?
Dealing with Anger ..... 8
Understanding Jealousy and How to Deal with it.. ... 9

D~pression
What is Depression .... .431
How to Deal with Depression ..... 432
Depression as a Life Style .... .433
How to Deal with Loneliness ..... 32

Stress and Anxiety
Cope with it.. ... 30
How to Handle Fears ..... 33
Coping with Stress ..... 38
Relaxation Exercises ..... 37

Friendship
Friendship Building ..... 1
Helping a Friend .....90
Recognizing Suicidal Feelings in Gchers .... .492

Sexuality
Male Sex Roles .. ...40
Male Homosexuality ..... 21
*Dealing with lmpotence ..... 23
Timing Problems in Male Sexuality ..... 24
Female Sex Roles ..... 39
Female Homosexuality ..... 20
*Female Orgasm Problems ..... 22

Dating Skills ..... 18
Infatuation or Love ..... 70
Things to Consider in Looking tor a Mate ..... 71
Types of lntimacy .....3
How to Cope with a Broken Relationship ..... 83

Self-Improvement ·
Self Assertiveness .... .402
Building Self-Esteem and Confidence ..... 35
Standing Up for Yourself ..... 10
Becoming Independent from Parents .... .478
The Value and Use of Self-Talk ..... 36
What is Counseling and How to Use lt... .. 61

Miscellaneous
Early Signs of an Alcoholic Problem ... 160
Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent...479
Death and Dying ... 84

*new tape

Dial 862~3554 any night from 6:00~ I 2:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Sele_ct the
tape. you wi~h fo hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions,
don't h~ng up when the tape is over, a·nd a Cool-A; . 1.ember will come back on the line.•
)"• -.r... .
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-------SHUTTLE------policy would be supervised by
Student Senate.
• The CT A can effectively
market the programs with a
budget of $6,150.
David Patch, ST A general
manager, said the $65,000 would
buy two new modern buses.
· Patch said the new buses would
have two entrances. "Everyone
will be able to get on quickly,
which is important for 9-11
minute routes."
He said the new buses are
"really beautiful," and _are like
those being purchased by KariVan.
Patch said implementation
of the shuttle system will not
cost more than $65,000. ' TU
make sure of it," he said. Extra
m·o ney will go into SAF reserves, he added.
The $20,000 is a flat ·subsidy
to Kari-Van and the whole
parking/ transportation program. "$20,000 is a great deal
for free Kari-Van service and
a great savings for the community," said Patch.
He said the subsidy will give
the Kari-Van fiscal stability.
Trustee Paul]. Hoiloway, at the
April 20 USNH Board of Trustees meeting, said the Kari-Van
was experiencing a fiscal crisis
and favored subsidizing the
Kari-Van system with the SAF
transportation fee.
Kari-Van and the ST A will
receive an 80 percent discount
on the purchase of new buses
from the government because
it is considered mass transit, said
Jeff Foy , Student Body vice
president. Officially, the buses
will be owned by the State of
New Hampshire.
Patch said the $6,000 would
be used to develop, market, and
supervise the shuttle, Kari-Van,
and parking programs.
"We're (the STA) going to
put together a brochure or
pamphlet, and send it to faculty,
staff, students. It will tell people
about the shuttle, parking and
Kari-Van," he said.

Heart disease
orstroke
can cheat you
out of the best
years of your life.

(continued from page 1)
Patch said members of ST A
would also be going to dormitory and Greek System house
meetings to explain the system
and get student input.
"We want to tell the students
what the program is, get their
input, and use their input effectively," said Ethier.
The ten dollar SAF will,
according to the Student Senate
proposal, guarantee free parking in A-Lot (the parking lot
across the railroad tracks on the
west side of campus) for juniors
and seniors and for those freshmen and sophomores whose
petitions are granted. Students
currently pay $15 for an A-Lot
permit.
Core parking lots would cost
$30 on a limited basis. Core
parking includes all parking east
of the railroad tracks. The ST A
proposal asks for a reduction
m the number ot core parking
permits issued.
·
Foy said , currently 6,400
permits are issued for 1,900
spots, the STA proposal states
that only 3,800 permits will be
issued for those 1,900 spots.
Faculty and staff would have
priority in getting core parking
but would have to register
before a set deadline, said Patch.
After the deadline all other
permits would be reserved for
students. The Traffic Office of
Public Safety would continue
to supervise the issue of the
permits, he said.
Foy said the security at A-Lot
was being increased next year
and that handicapped and visitor parking would also improve.
The lots adjacent to Forest
Park and the University Apartment Complex (UAC) have not
been considered in the ST A's
current proposal, he said.
The shuttle system as planned
will have two routes: a short,
inner route and a longer, outer
route. The routes, to prevent
overlap, will run in opposite

directions.
Patch said the shorter route
would start at A-Lot, move
down Main Street stopping at
Thompson Hall, down Mill
Road, stopping at C-Lot (across
from Burger King). It would
swing around to College Road
to stop at McConnell Hall, and,
depending on the final rules
governing traffic on McDaniel
Drive, may swing around behind
Parsons Hall and stop at Philbrook Dining Hall, and then
move onto its final stop at the
Field House.
The longer route would start
at the Field House, make a right
onto College Road at Morrill
Hall, possibly stopping in front
of Spaulding Life Sciences Center. The bus would then swing
out to Area III by Williamson
and Christensen Halls and then
go down Mill Road towards
Burger King. The bus would
stop at C-Lot then go lip Madbury Road, making stops along
the way. From there, the bus
would move up Garrison
Avenue, stopping at the corner
of Garrison and Stratford
Avenue. It would then move
down Stratford Avenue and stop
at the corner of Edgewood Road
and Stratford Avenue for the
. UAC, and then move back to the
Field House.
Foy said the Facilities and
Services offices plan on building
more bus depots to protect
riders at the shuttle and KariVan stops.
Patch said the whole system
should cut down on the parking
problems and decrease the
number of people parking illegally.
At the beginning of the 19851986 academic year, the Student
Body President will appoint a
committee that will review and
evaluate the program. The
comittee will determine whether the current student involvement within these programs
shall continue into next year.

,.__.-----------------·-----·-----------i
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Young's Restaurant
48 Main St. .

S

!
l

Durham, NH
868-2688

s

I. . ---- May 8th thru May 14th - - - ii
.

l\

Those are the years shared
with peo p le you love. And
when a loved one 1s gone,
everything c hanges. You
c an 't imagine the loss, unless
it ha ppens to you. Last year,
nearly one mil lion Americans died of heart d isease
and stroke - 200,000 o f
the m befo re retirement age.
The American Heart
Association is fighting to reduce early dea th e nd disability from hea rt disease and
stroke with researc h, pro fessiona I a nd pub lic education, and community se rvice
progra T'ls.
But rrore needs to be
d one.
You ccn help us sa ve
young lives by sending your
dollars today to your local .
Heart Association, listed in
your telephone directory

Breakfast Special

i __

i

l

sausage patti, homefries,
toast, tea or coffee ...$2.25

IL_j
~
!

!
\

t
\

I

The large, fresh farm eggs with

YOUNG'S

Luncheon Special
Try our .own Monti Christo steaming
hot ham, turkey with swiss cheese
wrapped in Texas fren9h toast served
with cranberry sauce ... $2.50

!
l~
j

l
!
!i
i
\

!
!
I
~ --------------·----------------------------·
\

Dinner Speical

Pork cutlet Dinner served with mashed potatoe, tossed
salad, apple sauce & roll ...$2.70

\
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The New Hampshire (T ,SPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in R~om
151 of the Memorial Ur.ion Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Frjday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class pos'tage paid at Durham, NH 03~24. A~v~rtisers should ·
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will ,n no case be
responsible for typographical or other err<?rs, but will reprint. that _p~rt
of an advertisement _in which a typographical error appears, if nouf ~ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824-. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

CAFTERIA
let us prepare lunch for you.1
Tuesday, May 7
Stuffed Green Peppers
wrapped Fish
Broccoli
Squash and Onions
Leek and Potato Soup
Vegetable Soup
Carrot Torte
Wednesday, May 8
Mock Cheese Souffle
Sloppy Joes
savory Beans
Sauteed Mushrooms
Chicken Noodle
Chocolate topped Oatmeal
Squares
Thursday, May 9
Broccoli and Cheese Casserole
Chicken
cauliflower with Almo nd s
Glazed Carrots
Tomato Soup
Cream of Asparagus Soup
coconut Cake
Friday, May 10
Ratatouille
Beef Bourguignon
cauliflower
Green Beans
Mustard Green Soup
Qnion Soup
Pear Cake
MUB PUB
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1985
I Health Services/Health Education Center I I
' ~
.
Ia
I announ Fall training Ior...

I

Peer Sexuality Educators
and

Peer Contraception Educators

§

A unique opportunity to...

. *Help_ other students le~rn about
sexuality and contracept10n

I

. include breast and testicular self-exam, Intimacy .and
Relationships, Group Process Skills, PMS, Sexually Transmitted

II

~nG,Jeact1~nnnrv.Sae:u:b~reie::pio:::::: ~e;or
11
.

8

.

grad

§

f~

l
YOu are cordially i n v i t e o~:
~
to the opening reception on
Tuesday May 7, 1985 from 5-7 p.m.
-~
Award.s will be presented at 6 p.m.

=
I

I~
11

To learn about the fall traininf! vrof!ram and the responsibilities

·

Interest Meeting
Attend
!I Th urs. M ay 9, 12 : 15 p.m.
2nd floor conference room
§
§
· Hood House
I

JIJI

11
IIM
I •I
f _..

~

Hours: Daily 9-5

I•i~
o

school or employment
*Earn academic credit
and rewards of being a peer educator

I I Stude~t Art Association I
I
Spring Show
I11 Gra~ite
. I
St~te Ro':m~ .
I I; Memorial Umon
I
Bmldmg
I f University of New Hampshire 1~~
II1a May 6 through May 9, 1985 I
0

~

ti'

~

1~.
·

Jurors:

II

G_inger Reynolds - Printmaker

~

Instructor; New England College

11111)

Robert Hooper - MFA, Yale
sI ;f Recipient:
~
Prix-de Rome, 1978
~
§a
or call Cheryl Jorgensen or
I
L~_:_=~~~li~~~~~~~~~~I

GOSS

GREAT DEALS

OPEN SUNDAYS,12-5
Lafayette Rd. (Rt. 1)
PORTSMOUTH, N.H.
431-7000/Dover Toll Free
659-5803

Has a special gift for upcoming graduates

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT*FROM
Jlt.
CREI
'Plus $400 purchase allowance**
from Ford Motor Company.

■
•.

■ Hi#;M•hN
. 1•Hti•1id ·

Vehicles
Included
in the Plan.
You may choose a
new 198.5 Marquis,
Cougar, Topaz or

Lynx.
*Pre-Approved Credit.

Just meet three simple
conditions:
• You must have verifiable employment that begins within 120 days of your
vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
• You must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelor's degree within 120 days.

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

• *$400 Purchase
Allowance.
Make your best deal...use the
$400 as a down payment or receive a
$400 check directly from Ford atter the sale.
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-----WOMEN'S CENTER-----

-TASII tip of the day-

(continued from page 3)
"I will make my decision according to what programming the
Center does."
"Since the Center decided not
to bring a concept to the Senate,
then it's not a legal SAFC
organization, and it will be
treated as a PFO organization,"
she said. "No exception should
be made."
Wayne Ferrari, SAFC Chairman said, "I think it's a good
idea. Programming done by the
Center will be done on an
individual basis, but the Center
cannot expect to be treated like

-CADAGick, Mass.; Advanced Electronics
Design Inc., of Sunny:vale, California· Sanders Associates Inc.,
of Nashua; Modgraph of Wal- ,
tham, Mass; Harris Graphics
Corp. of Dover and Data General Corp. of Westboro, Mass.

'

We also offer

Patrick Messer, manager of
the CADAG Center, sees the
relationship between the corporate community and the CADAG Center as being "mutually
beneficial."

Study Students
Plan For Your
Fall Job Now:
The TASk (Training in Academic
Skills) Center is hiring tu tor I counselors for the 1985-86
Academic Year. Tutor/ counselors
are trained to provide study skills
assistance and personal advising
to UNH students . "Good" GPA
required along with an interest in
academics and work/study status
allowing up to 10 hrs/wk . Apply
at the TASk Center, Richards
House, by Friday, May 10, 1985.

the Rest"

~

29 Main St.
Durham
Phone:
868-7051
Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30

~
.
·

··:•::,:,(;;t°'' '

~.·.·

We have the
hottest fashions
and the newest
looks from
Ocean Pacific ...

AT THE
LOWEST PRICES!
Choose from shorts,
tops and rompers
in solids or bold
patterns ...

ALL FOR LESS!

.conveniently located between
T-Hall, Dimond Library and
. Murkland Hall
Open MoQday-Friday
10:45 a.m. to 1:30 ~.m.

({TUARr ✓IIAlftE~

~.,q..,q.~r.q.~~:4'M,.Q,c.Qk,q,,i.~~f?'rC,.~i,,_,.i,,-..~~~

____________________.,

.,...

50 Main St Durham, NH

.......................... ................................ .
~

!.Need
a Place to Store Your Goods
•
: Over the Summer?
•••
•••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
••
•

Give Us a Ca//

at

Hauch Storage
431-2749

:

"A Cut Above

oc~an paui fi u

Ham & Cheese ·syrians and subs
Roast Beef sy,jans and subs
Salads, yogurt, fruit, cookies,
Brownies, soda and milk

-.-----------...
N

You can use this information as a uqick review prior to the exam.

A fried Mid-Eastern delight served in a full syrian
pouch with lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers and
topped with a·zesty tahini-lemon sauce.

These industrial members
will sit on the Center's board
of directors along with faculty
from CEPS.

Attention Work

theorems, formulae, graphs, etc. and trying to summarize them ·on one piece of paper.

positively to students, and with
its programming should show
a positive feeling to students."
Any decision to donate or sell
the Center's physical assets
would have to be passed in
Senate. The Senate Executive
Board would have to discuss
what to do about the assets.
But, if Ethier makes such a
decision, she may face opposition. "I can't say whether I'd
support her decision since I
don't know enough about the
Center," B~tes said.

.., ...

Introducing:

<continued from page 1)

"Ideally, we would like to
work with industry in this
venture. We (the Center) receive funds from the industry,
while we supply them with a
service in return," said Messer .
The Center will potentially
provide industry with students
trained for summer and fulltime employment, he said.

A helpful sheet can be made by making up a list of important facts, definitions, concepts,

a SAFC organization."
Not all members of the Student Senate are receptive to the
idea of the Women's Center
being funded at all. Laura Bates,
Executive Board member said
"the Center has never done
anything for me. They should
let it be known why they're here,
and let us know where our
money's going."
Ethier disagreed. "Almost
every University has a Women's
Center, and UNH should have
one," she said. "The Center has
to turn itself around to look

•••
••
••
••
••
•••

• Monthly leases
• individual units
·• resident manager
• '/!Se y~ur own lock

Prices start at
$25.00/mo
located ¼ N. of
Fox Run Mall,
Old Dover Rd.,
Newington, NH

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•••
••
•••
••
••
•••
••
•••
••
••
•
•••
••
:
•
:
•

... .. ... .. •:••·•'•·•·•..............................................
. .

.·

.,

.

.

'
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----ROTC----

Recipe Box TM Bouquet $QQ. oo
Utensil Caddy TM Bouquet $QQ_oo
Mother's Week begins
wnl'I_,..... May 6. Call or visit us today.

~

(continued
George A. Sawyer received the
Daughters of the American
Revolution Award.
• Diane L. Legere received
the Daughers of the ·Founders
award.
• David W. Hiltz received the
Patriots of America award.
• Reserve officers Association awards were given to
Jonathan B. Sistare, Dennis J.
Bellucci,_Victor J. Battaglioli Jr.,
Peter H. Miyares, Susan L.
Hibbert, and Andrea M. Laquerre.
• Awards of Military Order
of World Wars were given to
Theresa M. Ristaino, Michael
J. Barber, Shawn I. Sutton,
Andre P. Williams, David Lavoie, and Susan M. Pettingill.
• Carol A. Cronauer received
the Association of the United
.St~te~ Army Aurnrrl

• William 0. Savage received
Red Carpet Flower & Gift Shop
the General Dynamics Air Force
ROTC Award.
56 Main
~rham, N H ~
• Scott F. Ryan received the
2
Association of the United States
Army History Award.
• Alonzo W. Henderson IV
®Registered trademark of Florists' Transworld Delivery Association.
and Paul L. Violette received
the sons of the American Revolution Award.
• Todd D. Lyle and Christopher J. Joyce received the
American Defense Prepared·•-'.,.• r, -~.~.~ ... ~., •;. ............:.,. .~..!!" .......... ,:~·; , . • ~ " ,. , .....,. ,.._,,.·s;-····~··········· ·······,. ... • ;. :..... . ,

s::;~/;/

I

INTRODUCING I i
THE BOSE® i I
UNIVERSI Y ! i
PROGRAM
~
m

Music for UNH Students, Facult
Much of our lives revolves around music. We listen to it, dance to it, even exercise to it. For the p
decade, Bose has brought the excitement of live performances into homes around the world.
It all began with a 12-year research program in acoustics at MIT under the direction of Dr. Bose. Thi
led to the formation of Bose Corporation. And, four years later, to the
design of the 901 Direct/Reflecting®speaker system-now the most
highly reviewed speaker, regardless of size or price.

·:~

The founders of Bose, all from the field of science, decided that Bose
would rt:linvest 100 percent of its earnings back into the corporation to
maintain the research that was responsible for the birth of the 901
loudspeaker. This has resulted in a complete line of speakers suited for
every listening taste and every budget.
And now, the company
which owes its origin to university research is proud to
bring the products of this research directly to the university community.
Through a unique program, our complete line of stereo
speakers is available to students. faculty, and staff
directly from Bose.
It's well known that the loudspeaker. more than any other
component, determines the quality of music you hear
from your stereo system. So whether you're buying your
first system or upgrading your present one, the path to
better sou~d is through better loudspeakers.

Bose Direct/Reflecting· Speaker Systems

Let's hear from you. We like talking to people who
enjoy music.

' UNH Student Representatives:
Jeff Coleman 868-9749
Peter Hauck 868-5519

111

nmmn

• The General Doughs Ma

cArthur Medal-Green Mountain Chapter of the Retired
Officers Association was
awarded to James G. Silvasy and
Stephen W. Green.
• The New Hampshire American Legion award was given to
Lisa A. Buchalski.
• The New Hampshire Society of the Daughters of American Colonists award was given
to Tlromas M. Greene.
· •The New Hampshire Veterans of Foreign wars award was
given to Susan M. Drolet and
Cindy L. Lemay.
Under the local awards recipients were:
• Craig C. Lougee for The
Joseph Goddard Jones Military
award.
• Michael S. Pierce, Karen B.
Murphy and Kathleen C. Bain
for-the meritorious Achievement award.
• Luis N. Maldonado for the
Colonel Edward W. Putney
award.
• The Colonel Herbert H.
Flather award went to squad
leader Carolann Vachonof, the
B. Company, 2nd platoon, 3rd
squad.
• The American Red Cross
award went to the 10 New
Hampshire Volu~teers and the
Arnold Air Society.
• The Pease Chapter Air
Force Associaiton Scholarship
went to Nancy L. Michaud,
• The Jere A. Chase Scholarship went to James M. Lacasse.
• The Melvin Zais award
went to Kyle E. Nickerson.
The awards were given to
freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
and seniors. According to Erickson, the awards ranged from
money to trophies.
Erickson said, regardless of
ROTC involvement, all students
share the same challenge to get
things done and budget their
time.

SUMMER JOB INFO!!

Your_student representative will be happy to give you full
details of the program and.lend you a pai,,,i P,ose
speakers so that you can hear the difference ,n your
own listening room.

·Avaitatkontyilt¾f~:fC!C.Jcollcgesandur11vers.hes

from page 2)
ness Association Award.
• The Armed Forces Communication Award was given
to Peter L. Getts.
• The National Defense
Transportation Association
award was given to Thomas W.
Hall.
• The Retired Officers Association award was given to
Arthur E. Spenard, Erica J.
Druke, Laura E. Quint and
Michael G. Lademan.
• The Society of the War of
1812 award was given to Richard A. Betoume and Da v1d H.
Bryan.
• The American Veterans of
World War II award was given
to James M. Wilson.
• The Alden Partridge award
recipient was Diane M. Vanderpot

-BIIS~
.,,., soundllwoughl9NM:h.

11m111111m mmmr

Southern NH and
Metro Boston Areas!!
Accounting
Clerical
Light Industrial
9FFICE SPECIALISTS
will be visiting UNH on

FRIDAY MAY 10th
From 10am to 1pm
Stop by in the Grafton Rm.
of Memorial Union and find
out how working for the top
temporary service in YOUR
area can make the most of
your schedule and skills .
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CALL 862-2293
6 p.m.-midnight

ANYWHERE IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
800-582-7341
or
Drop-in
Basement Schofield House

CootAid
we listen, we care

SA~~8;~y;~~ll=~
· · ·CONCE RT!

Cool Aid supp~rts Seniors
for a class g~ft in their
fund raising efforts for

. UNICEF

.

Look for the conttibution table
in the Mus
t

GET INVOLVED IN THE
BIGGEST & BEST FUNCTION
OF THE SEMESTER.

.

f

5/8 Wed

INQUIRE AT THE MUSO OFFICE
ROOM 148 IN THE MUB

;

11-2

5/9 Thurs

11-2

5/13 Mon

11-2

You Too Can Be A
r:=::::======"Sophisticated" Computer User. To find out how

• • •

ATTEND U.N.H. COMPUTER FAIR
When ...
WEDNESDAY, MAY 15TH
THURSDAY, MAY 16TH
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. - Continuous Hardware/
Software Demonstrations
Caroll-Belkap Room

Where ...
MEMORIAL U-N /ON BLDG.
Software demonstrations by
Zenith Data Systems at the
following times and locations.
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY/
STUDENT PRICING!
Model
ZF-151-21
(Single-drive, desktop)
ZF-151-52
(Dual-drive, desktop)
ZW-151-52
(Winchester, -desktop)
ZF- 161-21
(Single drive, portable)
ZF-161-52
(Dual drive , portable )

List
Price

University
Price

1,249
$2,199

~
1,499

$2 ,T99

~

$4 ,499

2,499
~
1,349

$2 ,399

~

$2 ,999

~

1,599

...

10:00 a.m.

Microsoft Word

Senate Room

11:00 a.m.

Telepaint

Sullivan Ronm

12:00 noon

Condor

Merimack Roon:,

2:00 p.m.

SuperCalc Ill

Hillsboro Room

3:00 p.m.

Lotus 1-2-3

Hillsboro Room

4:00 p.m.

Mu~tiplan

Hillsboro Room

data
systems
THE QUALITY GO ES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
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Tightening security
This week was marked by the grand·
opening of an elaborate computer center
in Kingsbury, but the news of the exciting
arrival of the system was somewhat marred
for UNH's computer users by the departure-Le. theft-of computer equipment
elsewhere on campus.
The remarkable aspect of several of the
recent thefts on campus, including the latest
heist of a computer printer from Br..rton
--- Hall, is that while the thefts involved
"entering", the thief ( or thieves) didn't
need to bother with "~reaking."

The fact that the printer was taken from
a locked room may jog a few memories back
to an incident last semester, when a set
of grand master keys went astray. U nfortunately, the keys appear to have turned
up, and are being put to profitable use by
someone ..
The obvious question then, is why weren't
University locks changed? Apparently this
solution was deemed ·too expensive. But
at least the locks at a few selective locations·
around the campus could have been changed,
and a greater effort could have been made
to protect valuable and easy to steal

equipment? Especially considering no one
saw fit to insure the computers against theft.
Which doors will be unlocked next? As
exams approach, presumably the thief could
begin paying some attention to his grades.
What other sensitive information, which
faculty and students would prefer remain
confidential, is at the finger tips of the
person with the keys?
While the criminals leisurely pick their
next target, and while Public Safety says
there are no suspects yet in sight, perhaps
the time ha~ come to phone the locksmith.

Hands off Forest Park
Much attention has been paid recently
to the introduction of a shuttle as a partial
solution to UNH' s acute parking problems,
but another proposal, made by the Traffic
and Parking Committee last week-a $50
parking fee for residents of Forest Parkbears· very close scrutiny.
Forest Park houses UNH's married
students and their children, and these people .
are least able to afford an expense of this
dimension.
Perhaps the committee has already

thought of this, and is suggesting that those
not able to afford the restricted parking
around Forest Park buy a parking sticker
and use A lot instead. The new shuttle could
then ferry them home to Forest Park, the
committee might reason.
The cruelest aspect of this proposal is
that the neediest Forest Park residents are
those with_-~hildren, and they are the ones
most likely to be landed with A lot parking.
The prospect of parents with children

waiting for the shuttle to arrive in the
middle of winter is hardly a pleasant one.
While the bus might be scheduled to
arrive in the lot every eight minutes, it
would take a miracle for this timetable to
be mai_n tained during a winter snow storm.
Solving UNH' s parking problems might
call for drastic measures, but placing the
burden on Forest Park, as part of a solution,
is nothing short of callous. If the Parking
and Traffic Committee has any compassion
at all, it will keep its hands off Forest Park.

Letters
Abortion
To the Editor:
· Abortion is not murder according
to God! Once again, we of the Way
of UNH see a great need to present
the cfoctrine of the Bible regarding
a much debated issue. Truly, the
- central point in deciding whether
or not abortion is murder is: At
what point does die fetus become
a human being? It seems that
nobody can agree on this, but the
Bible has a clear cut answer. Genesis
2:7 says that when man took h-is
first breath he "became a living
soul." So if you want to take the
issue of abortion to the Bible, and
be honest, you must adhere to
Genesis 2:7 and believe that a
person is not alive until he takes
his first breath. Thus, abortion
(according to the Bible) is not
murder. The Bible further substantiat_es this stand in two other places.
Exodus 21: 14 succinctly states that
premeditated murder carries a death
penalty. But eight verses later the
Bible says, "If men strive, and hurt
a woman with child, so that her fruit
depart from her, and yet not
mischief follow (meaning she does
not die), he shall surely be punished,
according as the woman's husband
will lay upon him; and he shall pay
as the judges determine."
The penalty for causing a woman
tO lose her child was merely a fine,
"as the judges determine. " Notice
also that the fetus is called fruit.
Not a human being. The fetus is

never referred to as a human being
in the Bible! As a matter of fact in
Luke 1:35, Jesus Christ's fetus was
called a "holy thing." A thing!!Jesus
Christ didn't become human being
till he was born. Sure a fetus is alive.
But a flower or a "fruit" is alive
too, and we don't call it murder
when we pick an apple and eat it!
Anyway back to Exodus. The next
verse after the verse I quoted is
Exodus 21:23. "And if any mischief
follow then thou shalt give lif~ for
life." Good grief, how clear the Bible'·
is!! If the woman is murdered the
penalty is death, but if the fetus is
killed it is only a fine. If you believe
the Bible is the Word of God then
get honest and look at this!! You
don't have to believe me. Look up
the verses yourself. Check the
Hebrew and the Greek. That's what
it says and that's what it means.
This brings me to the question
of: "How can you be a pro-lifer if
you believe in the Bible?" The two
beliefs are mutually exclusive or
you're not being honest with the
Word! I know there are the drippy
arguments of "God knew Jeremiah
in the womb" and "what if Jeremiah's mother or Jesus' mother had
had an abortion." If you really
studied the Bible you would understand that when it says "God knew
Jeremiah in the womb" it means
God foreknew Jeremiah. God isn't
stupid!! He wouldn't ordain Jeremiah, Jesus , or anyone else before
they were born if he knew they were
going to be aborted. Look , if you
really want to help people and get
them to change, the way to do it
is not handling out tracts that use
fear and guilt motivation. The way
to help p eo ple ch a nge is no t to

alienate them, but to love them,
unconditionally as the Father so
loves you. I am a believer, and to
be a believer you gotta believe God's
Word. That is why I have to believe
in pro-choice.
William J. Zeman

Write letters
to your
newspaper

•
To the Editor:
I would like to compliment you
on the publication of Ramona
Belanger's essay, "Pro-Life is AntiChoice." Her essay is exceptionally
well-written and well-documented.
Clearly, concisely, and without.
undue rhetoric, Belanger asks questions too often overlooked, and
points out that the real issue is not
limited to abortion but encompasses
a woman's right to her own body
as well as the economic and emotional realities the pregnant woman
must face. The decision of whether
and when to bear a child can 'only
be made by the woman involved.
Belanger's major point bears
repeating: " ... until we educate our
population in relationships, sexuality, re~roductive functioning,
contraception, economics and responsibilities involved in family
life and make the contraceptive
methods available, until we learn
as a people to respect women, until
violence against women is no longer
acceptable, until the myths surrounding sexuality are debunked,
the incidence of abortion will not
decrease. "
It is a real pleasure to read such
a thoughtful and thoughtprovokingessay in T6e N ew Hampshire.
_Carol E. Barringer
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University Forum
Closed Eyes
Today's society is stagnant, purposeless, almost
valueless. People today do not fight for what should
be theirs. They do not care for what should be theirs,
and often times, they are disillusioned as to what
should be theirs.
Only ten years ago the nation ·was in an uproar
over the Vietnam Wa~ (Conflict), protesting, taking
advantage of their consitutional rights to speak
their minds and to do something about it as well
as other certain events that existed throughout
the late 1960's and early 1970's, such as Civil Rights,
women's rights and the energy crisis; and the results
came about, usually on a favorable manner. People
~ame together for a purpose; they cared anct wanted
to make changes in all the bad things they saw.
Today, it seems people are concerned with making
money, climbing the social ladder, worrying only
about personal growth and social establishment.
People feel no need today to pull together; to put
a halt to so many dangers that threaten their very
existance-the arms race, nuclear power, excessive
government aid to rebellious nations.
People today let our government make all the

By Dave Riley
decisions for them ana when something is· wrong
they make only idle talk of it over cocktails at one •
of their many social gatherings, and when they
leave, their ideas die and nothing ever gets resolved.
People have seemed to have taken the back seat
in society today. Their voice is weak and faltering
.
rapidly.
The younger generation today mirrors that of
the 1950's where everyone lived in a candy coated
world, where kids grew up and did what their parents
wanted, to the letter, confined, like living their
lives in boxes, not seeing out around them. They
led meaningless lives based on their parents' dreams
•
and values.
World crises were feared, but as today, no one
put their foot down to do anything about them.
Middle class kids today are also geared to live
the lives their pare~ts have made for them; ones
of flash and.fashion with the philosophy that money
is happiness. They do not want to know, or care
about, world catastrophes such as famine or nuclear
holocaust; both have happened before and are just
as likely to happen again. But young people today

feel that the "big problems" of the world have
nothing to do with them. They feel that if these
problems have no bearings on their immediate
personal lives why worry about them? They've got
to worry about making the quick buck before they
want to open their eyes to world crisis and often
times, it's too late.
America's society today needs a definite turn
in the other direction. People have to start caring
again. They've got to wake up and realize the dangers
they face, day by day, and to work this awareness
into their value system. People have to start pulling
together instead of apart so _things will get done.
1t our elected officials make wrong decisions
we shouldn't blindly accept them. If something
is wrong, people shouldn't be afraid to speak their
minds because that is the only way their values
will be protected and assured of existence.

Dave Riley thinks that Jackson Browne is a god, beause
he is politically active.

The making of an educated person
By Beverly Prosser Ge/wick.
How does an adolescent college student become
a well-educated adult? The process takes time.
Students don't advance in dramatic leaps, but .in
a slow progression they often find unsettling.
At a college or university, students learn to
examine rhe tr beliefs and to question basic
assumptions . They are asked to compare their
conclusions with those of other centuries, the
indications of current resear-ch and the thoughts
of faculty and other students.
Learning to weigh alternatives, to become
independent and to start a career are the primary
tasks of college students. The inevitable result is
profound self-questioning. Students ask themselves,
"Who am I?" and "What do I want to be?"
Research has shown that students who advance
through the ·teaming process at a university follow
a similar pattern of development.
According t·o researchers, students start out
believing the world is black and white. First-year
students tend to think answers are either right or
wrong and believe an "authority" knows the correct
answers. They tend to uncritically repeat what
they've read or been told.
By the time they are sophomores or juniors,
however, most students realize that diverse opinions
and uncertainty are legitimate and that "authorities"
~ave not found all the answers . These stude~ts ,

however, may still believe there are absolute answers
to be found . And they often feel grades depend on
.
style-on how well they've expressed themselves.
The next developmental stage frequently upsets
and confounds both teachers and parents. This is
when students realize it's perfectly all right not
to know all the answers.
These students say, "Anyone has a right to their
own opinion. I'm being graded on my opinions and
you can't judge personal opinions." What they don't
understand is that there may be qualitative
differences in information and opinions must be
substantiated with facts and reasoned arguments.
Finally, some seniors begin to realize that all
knowledge and values depend on the context in
which they are presented. At this point; when it's
realized that absolute answers do not exist, the
most profound part of the educational process occurs:
the students begin to think for themselves. They
make decisions not because of what ·the President
or their parents say, but based on their own reasoning
and values. In doing so they make commitments
to the way they understand the world and to their
own part in it.
One well-known educator, Arthur Chickering,
breaks the development process down further in
his book Education and Identity. Chickering says
there are seven areas of growth needed to produce

pringtime or bust
Mark Twain said, "If you don't like
the weather in New England, just wait
a minute ." Well, I've been waiting
patiently since March 21 for spring
to arrive, and despite a few teaser days
of above 60 degree sunshine, it's still
acting like F_ebruary.
Yesterday morning, May 6, when
spring should have been giving way
to summer, I saw my breath on the way
to bre akfast. I've given up trying to
fo rce spring to happen by dressing in
shorts and T-shirts. T oday, hopes of
warm weather gave way to comfo rt and
I donned a turtleneck and pants. I eve n
put on socks.
I remem ber last yea r on th is day I
was basking in the sun at Rye Beach
and actually dared to take a quitk dip.
Two weekends ago, I made an attempt
to break my record of the earliest swim.
I lay shivering on the beach, trying to
figure out how long it would take each
cloud to pass over the sun , and how _

much blue sky was between each one.
You would think by now, after living
all my life in this quaint corner of the
country, I would have learned not to
trust the weather, and particularly not
to trust meteorologists.
I should know by now when Don
Kent said it was going to be partly
sunny, he meant mostly cloudy. I should
also know that when the low temperature is predicted to be 40 degrees and
the high " may reach 60 degrees," the
warmest I can hope for is 50. I try not
to listen to weather reports anymore ;
they depress me.
My mother, on the other hand,·won' t
leave the house in the morning unless
she's heard a report. My brother bought
her a weather radio for Christmas so
she could know the weather in a
moment's notice. Meteorology is a
religion to her. It could be pouring
buckets outside, but if the weatherman
predicts warm sunshine, she'll believe

well-rounded and fulfilled adults.
He s~ys st~dents must acquire intellectual, physical
and social skills; develop both personal independence
and a sense of social interdependence; build a stable
and realistic sense of their identity; form fulfilling
interpersonal relationships; learn to manage
em~mons and effectively integrate their feelings;
def me a purpose for their future; and, finally, develop
personal integrity by choosing a set of values and
integrating their beliefs and behavior.
So1!1e students may not want to face the complexity
of this education. They may dig in their heels at
an intermediate step of development and cease
paying attention to what is taught. Many students
will delay-even take tim_e off from college. To
parer:it_s and friends,_ these students may appear
md~cisive ~nd un~ottvated, but often they are just
letting their emotions catch up with their mental
development.
· The best that friends and parents can do is to
offer encouragement and support. Stepping into
a wo~ld of uncertainty can be frightening. Growth
requires courage-both from those doing the
growing and those watching it.
Beverly Prosser Ge/wick is the Director of Counseling
and Testing at the University of New Hampshire.

By Francoise von Trapp
him.
I didn't always have such a negative
opinion of the weather in New England. I used to consider it a challenge
to see if I could make it to th·e beach
before the fair weather clouds did. But
that's all changed now.
I think it all began with experiencing
my first New Hampshire spring. In
Rhode Island, once there is a major
th aw, it's safe to assume spring is
coming. I was not expecting to go
through mud season three times.
T he ne x t fa ctor was th e weat her
pattern of last summer. Somehow, it
m anage d to rai n o n all but 10 of my
days off.
T he clincher was the realization that
the weather does not behave this way
in other parts of the country. I spent
spring break in no rt hern California.
For five out of seven days there, it was
clear, sunny, and 70 degrees, and it was
the rainy season.

It was not that the weather was nicer,
but that it didn't change during th
course of the day. If it started out cloudy,
it stayed that way, and if it started out
sunny it stayed sunny. I woke up early
last Saturday to a beautiful sunny day.
By the time I had showered, dressed,
and was on my way to breakfast, the
clouds had taken over. I think New
England meteorologists made up terms
such as "variable cloudiness" and "fair
we ather clouds " for days when they
weren't sure what was going to happen.
So it's May 7, and the crocusses aren't
in bloo m. I'm an optim is t. There's
always next year. And if all else fails,
there's always Califo~nia.

Francoise von Trapp has given up on sp ring
and is patiently waiting for summer.
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!!!END OF THE YEAR BLOCKBUSTER!!!

H.l/.s.o. film series

TRf PlE FEATURE!!
•

7:00 p.m. - Catch-22
A tale of winners, rosers and suryivors
in the Mediterranean in 1944. A brilliant
anti-war satire .
;

.

i'

_______

Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft and
Katherine Ross star in this brilliant
commentary on American values.

\\

./

~--_/THE

GRADUATE

••
••
•••
•••
••
••
••
•••
••
•••
••
••
••
•••

11:30 p.m.
Young Frankenstien
Gene Wilder is the prof. lured into creating
. a zipper-necked monster.,Marty Feldman
is Igor. Cloris Leachman is the horse
faced lady ~nd Madeline Kahn is
Dr. Frankenstien's fiance!

/

1HLIR5TJAY, HAY q~
5~1~R~,Hug
-Full time Undergrads: $2.00
$3.00
-others

•
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: 9:30 p.m. - The Graduate
•••
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These are the last films of the semester, so Don't .miss out!!
.

.
•

.
•

•

••
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Arts & Features
Smith Fiesta brings intern ationa l flair to UNH
By Tom Johnson and Kathy
Dee
Smith Hall International Center welcomed large crowds to
their second annual International Fiesta last Friday. Despite the
rainfall, turnout for the Fiesta
was excellent. The enthusiasm
of the dedicated Fiesta crew was
evident as early as last semester,
when the preparation for the
event began.
Three outside tents and
Smith's interior lounges housed
the entire Fiesta crowd and
preserved international artificats. For example, one lounge
displayed scenes from different
areas of the world: the Middle
East, the Far East, South America, Europe, and Africa. Participating students sat throughout
the day conducting the activities
of their particular area of the
world and answering the question of interested visitors.
Another room included a
selection of very fine works of
art. Clothing from various na- Do'A, one of the music groups
tions made from traditional Hall.(Andrew L. Edgar photo)
fabrics were pinned to the walls. traditio1:a~ ~rtifacts contnburect
Tables were filled with inter- for exhibmon by studen~s and
national dolls, a world coin m~mbers of the commumty. In
collection, a Soviet pin collec- this roo~. there was also ~
tion, as well as more typical and humorous Guess the Country

explanation of Smith as a special
interest housing option; they
made the lives of international
students come alive.
The entrance hall also had·
two tables. At one, guests could
create original designs for buttons to wear. The other was
~overed with magic markers and
white oragami fish where guests
could color in the fish and add
them to "Smith's Sea," which
is still on display.
Outside, the exhibit tent
featured a description of the
Program in International Perspectives as well as presentations
by the Coalition for Disarmament and Peace and the Bahai
Club. In addition, clothes and
jewelry were for sale. There was
also a Fortune Teller present,
ready to predict the future of
any passerby.
The Entertainment and Food
Tents were the most popular
attractions throughout the day,
providing international dishes
Do'A, a world famous music
that performed at last Friday's International Festival at Smith ensemble, was
largely respon- ·
sible for the early afternoon
game made up by students.
The walls were also decorated crowd. Though it was cold and
The entrance_ hall to Smith wit_h photos donated by. Smith wet, their performance was
was covered with wallpaper residents, to make a Smith Hall, greatly enjoyed so much so that
welcoming everyone in the Photo Album. These photos people flocked to purchase their
man Ian ua es of the world. were ver effective in their FIESTA, page lo

Senio r BFA works
exhib ited at UNH
By Jim Millard
Cruciform. The sculpture was
Wind III (The Dissipation of executed in steel, copper and
Energy into the Environment) plexiglass. In the form of a
was the dominant work in the crucifix, the work had a replica
lower level of the University of Leonardo da Vinci's Vitruvian
Art Galleries during the open- Man under- the right arm and
ing of the Senior BFA (Bachelor three etchings of a modern man
of Fine Arts) yesterday.
under the left.
The piece by Hqlly TilburyAnother work by Mullen that
Corser, is a work based on was prominent in the show was
modern life, reversed and Andre-Fabrication #1. A sculpviewed through the window of ture of steel and inked copper
a car.
plate, the piece combined a two"This is a p-lay on indoors and dimensional image of a defiant
outdoors," said Tilbury-Corser. young man, with a three"Usually you step out into the dimensional construction of
outdoors, in this work you step what appears to be discarded
in to the outdoors and out to the industrial metal scraps.
indoors. This is also dealing
One wall of the lower level
· with the outdoors as seen from was covered by th,e huge "conthe window of a car, which is frontational" portraits of John
much more a panof life in 1985 Alston. Viewed individually, the
than ever before," she said.
works seem to fall away from
The piece is constructed from ·the viewer. After seeing all of
nine doors, painted with various them, they gain a unity which
hues of blue and green with supports the artist's thesis
small splashes of other colors. statement explaining that "they
The doors are arranged in an are strangers in a vast landsL-shape with three doors on the cape" about which we should
sinall end and six on the long. "retain our sense of humor."
The painting is arranged such
Kristine Ant.o nia displayed
that it incorporates the swilling her watercolor work which drew
of landscape on a windy day its inspiration from "the Japfrom the inside of a car going anese screen and spontaneous
55 down the highway.
yet controlled quality of the flora
Tilbury-Corser included in oriental art ... " The works
branches and bark from birch were well-executed and met her
trees and several small stones intention, but her western culas the identifiable elements that ture was also apparent in the
we sometimes see as we travel work. "Peonies" was the piece
down the road.
which most closely met the
Also on the lower level of the Japanese influence Antonia was
Gallery were works by James . emulating.
Mullen, John Alston, Dorothy
The only photographic work
Imagire, and Kristine Antonia.
in the show was exhibited by
Mullen's work was comprised Dorothy Imagire. Her works
of several intricate and metic- were triptychs and polytychs
ulously executed sculptures com- (multiple images in one piece
bining various medi:>. The most
prominen_t_9..f~_hich wasentitled _ BFA WORKS, page 16

"Wind III", a work by Holly Tilbury-Corser, one of several BFA seniors exhibiting works
at the UNH galleries. (Jim Millard photo)

A movie so stale it crumb les
Just One of the Guys, a Co- the •competition, she convinces · and in referring to Terri's
lumbia Pictures production, herself that being female was college boyfriend, Kevin, "You
starring Joyce Hyser, Clayton the main reason for her failure. know how Kevin worships your
Rohner, Billy Jacoby, Toni
Determined to win, Terri hairy chest and rippling musHudson and William Zabka, undergoes a superficial sex cles."
rated PG-13.
change and enters the same
Buddy spices up the movie
contest at a rival high school. with his antics of being an
By Diana Frye
The film, Just One of the The whole premise that she just adolescent teen on sexual overGuys, brings new meaning to pops over to another high drive. Constantly in the pursuit
school without any difficulties of girls, he manages to put his
the word stale.
A re-worked version of Toot- from the administration lends sister in several amusing tight
sie, it gives the viewpoint of a an air of unbelievability to the spots.
woman trying to make it in a whole film.
While Buddy keeps the
man's world. Joyce Hayser stars
For all the unlikeliness on comedy dialogue going, Terri
as Terri, an aspiring writer which the movie is based, the attempts to work her way
desperately wanting to be a comedic scenes are worth a few through the hazards of being
summer intern at the Sun- hearty laughs. Terri's little a neo-male. Humorous situaTribune, the city's daily news- brother, Buddy, is constantly tions present themselves in the
paper. To win the internship, · playing up the hilarity of the bathroom,the lockerroom,and
she must win a high school scenes with comments such as
_ writing contest. Upset at losing "All you transvestites are alike!" STALE STUFF, page 16
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WUNH v.ideo-dance . altern ative terpsi choria
By Thom Mrozek
Madness was injected by the
There was something new WUNH staff, who were giving
and different for UNH happen- away records, beers and other
ing at the MUB Pub this past items by asking various trivia
Saturday night. Instead of The questions (i.e.: "What is the
Now Sound Express or a live meaning of life?")
On the dance floor, feet were
, band, WUNH sponsored a
Video-Dance Party that turned a blur and sweat was flying
out great entertainment for the everywhere as people got down
"alternative" masses that made to progressive new sounds.
Among the videos shown that
special appearances.
The MUB Pub was trans- evening were two by Public
formed into another dimension Image, Ltd.: "This is What You
that led one to believe that they Want ... " and their racous theme
had left Durham, New Hamp- "Public Image: Behind the imshire for a far more hip PhKe. age things are clear... "
Other videos included "Hello
In a style reminiscent of an
urban dance club, WUNH gave Again" (a particularly bizarre
the crowd generous doses of Warholesque piece,) "Mexican
techno-dance and synth-funk Radio" by the quirky Wall of
tunes that were interspersed Voodoo and a number of offerwith outrageous videos that ings by Yello, seemingly the
MTV refuses to even look at. featured group for the evening.
The students attending the The English Beat even made an
scene, all of them ins pi red by appearance with "I Confess,"
their ever-increasing numbers Dave Wankling and Ranking
and energized to dance, let all Roger sending shivers up the
barriers fall ·a nd filled the dance ladies' spines.
On the turntable, the DJ's Students jumped and gyrated at last_Saturday night's WUNH Video·- Dance extravaganza.
floor for nearly every song.
- A great scene it was; .lit from pleased most everyone with (Dave Drouin photo)
I
the DJ stand by various spo- favorites like Simple Minds,
tlights and strobes that added Sisters of Mercy, Tears 4 Fears time. No doubt, a number of be going on in Durham all the UNH seems to have gotten used
the truly surrealistic effect and Bronski Beat. "Free -Nelson _persons with sore muscles lined time. In its weird way, Durham, to.
needed on the night of the full Mandella" by the Special AKA up at Hood House Sunday assisted ably by WUNH, apCome with your dance togs,
was a personal favorite while morning. But it is certain that proached new highs of terpsimoon.
show off a little, then
maybe
Next to the dance floor was Joan Jett's cover of "Wild not one person was complaining chorean pleasure. Next year, it move over, I'll be next to you
of
more
see
to
rememI
great
glad
be
me
would
made
Saturday
had
Thing,"
they
fun
the
about
a large video projection system,
this music in the MUB Pub on on the dance floor.
night.
_showing videos, and occasional _ bered to wear my boots.
nights_instead of the
to
Saturday
fair
be
obvious
would
it
pretty
seem
Overall,
would
It
blips and blurbs from The Love
fare which
good
a
conservative
should
had
more
.:bing
of
everyone
type
tha_t
this
say
that
Boat.

Films, funk, Fuego s and fun ---SMI TH FIEST A--<continued from page 15)

The Blues Brothers on a large
By Patricia O'Dell
-~or the first time since they screen.
arrived at UNH, students will
The event's promoters hope
get a free ride this Saturday.
Three student organizations it will become an annual tradiare jointly sponsoring Satur- tion. "Maybe this will become
day's "Spring fest '85." The day's an event everybody looks forevents will include music from ward to right before graduathree bands, movies shown on tion," said Mike Foy, MUSO's
a big screen, a comedian and a outgoing business manager.
caricaturist. All of which will
be free.
"We just wanted to get toThe Memorial Union Student gether (with other student
Organization (MUSO), The organizations) and do someStudent Television Network - thing a little bit different," Foy
(STVN) and the Student Com- said.
mittee on Popular EntertainThe day's events will begin
ment (SCOPE) are paying for
the event, which will cost $6050. at 3 pm when Boston Comedy
The Del Fuegos, The I-Tones Company member Bob Lazarus
and Down Avenue will play at takes the stage. After his perthe show. In addition, STVN formance, Lazarus will act as
is showing Animal House and Master of Ceremonies for the -

rest of the evening.
The music will begin at 3:)0
pm, with Down Avenue's performance. The band, which
played in the MUB Pub earlier
this semester, specializes in funk
music.
Following Down Avenue will
be the popular reggae band the
I-Tones. And at 7 pm, the Del
Fuegos, who Foy describes as
"a lot like Chuck Berry and the
old Stones," will perform.
The event's promoters think
it will be very successful. "If the
weather works out right, it could
be a h~ge success," SCOPE
President Art Proulx said. "It
comes at the time of year when
students need a break."

album, in sale during the Fiesta.
Following Do'A, there were
a variety of other performances,
including an International Fashion Show featuring traditional
fashions from Malaysia, a juggling act by the UNH Juggling
Club, a Karate demonstration,
the Black Water String Band,
Seacoast Scottish Dancers, music from the Now Sound Express,
and the Needham High School
Jazz band.
In addition, WUNH broadcast live from the Fiesta al~ d~y.

The Food Tent provided a
wide variety of international
cuisine while the French Club,
Spanish Club, German Club,
AISEC, Smith Hall residents,
and The International Friendship Group, all provided refreshments.
Although the rain kept the
Fiesta from being as profitable
as its sponsors hoped it would
be, the high spirits and excitement of the participants shone
thorough and sparked enthusiasm for next year's Fiesta.

- - - B F A WORK S---<continued fro·m page 15)
of work.) Her works took a look
at the mundane and gave it a
different perspective.
The other artist showing on
the upper level of the Gallery
was Colin Berry. His primary
works were three large canvases.
The three canvases all had -a
distinct hue to them which
comes from Berry's attempt to
reflect " the quiet moods and
atmospheres" he feels . In his

thesis statement Berry wrote
that he wanted his work to be
a reflection of his need to bring
order to the chaotic world
around him.
Although this year 's show
only featured seven artists, the
quality of the work shows the
intensity which makes the show
come to life for all who venture
into the Gallery to join the
artists.

---STA LE CINEM A--(continued from page 15)

with attracted girls who want
to become more than just
friends.

Tootsie is a funnier movie
than Just One of the Guys
because Dustin Hoff man capably handles the words and
actions of two sexes wrapped
up in one character. While Terri
carries off the acting of two
different sexes and de1nonstrates some of the conflicts the
two roles create, she is simply
___....., not able to carrv the comedy.
_
. _ , _ _, _
,
As !ar as ~eing stale, the ~dea
Joyce Hyser(leftYand Cfa!to~ Rohner star i~ "1u.~~,P~e·9t''th~ u:uys", a movie well pa_st expiration
this movie has become med
for
_
_
date(courtesy of Columbia Pictures-Nancy Elhs~n p'1oto) , . _

I

The only intensity in the film
builds around Terri being attracted to another guy. ·and uninteresting from overuse.
Yentil, Tootsie, Victor Victoria;
all these movies have used and
overused the natural comedy
that arises from characterizing
_ _
the oppsite sex.
Besides the fact that the
theme of the movie is overused
and that the main character is
not quite able to carry the
comedy, Just One of the Guys,
might still be worth seeing for
a few lighthearted laughs.
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'INSTANT CASH
for Your Textbooks!

mes & Noble

Here are a few examples of
titles worth at least 50°/o:
(this is only a partial list.)

Cohen: Effective Behavior in Organizations, 3rd, '84, Irwin
Conover: Introduction to Modern Business Statistics, '83, Wiley
Cu, 1i~ & Skolnic;k: America's Problems, '8-4, Little Brown
Fessenden: Techniques & Experiments for Organic Chemistry, 83, Prindle Werer Scampt
Gwartney: Microeconomics, 3rd, '82, Academic
Henold: Chemical Principles, Properties ~ Reactions, '84, Addison Welsey
Horngren: Introduction to Financial Accounting, 2nd, '84, Prentice Hall
Hickman: Integrated Principles of Zoology, 7th, '8{ Mosby
Jian: Decouverte et Creation, 4th, '85, Houghton Mifflin
Mansfield: Principles of Macroeconomics, 4th '83, Norton
Murray: Write to Learn, '84, Holt Rinehart Winston
Roediger: Psychology, '84, Little Brown
_Salmonson:Survey of Basic Accounting, 4th, '85, Irwin
Sevin: WIE Gehts, 2nd, '84, Holt Rinehart & Winston
Thomas & Finney: Ca/cu/us & Analytic Geometry Part 1, 6th, '84, Addison Welsey
Williams: Nutrition & Diet Therapy, 5th, Mosby, '85
·

'
You can get CASH ON THE SPOT
· when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes & Noble. We'll pay you top
prices - YEAR ROUND!

· \ :-_·_--{ '•

,,

-:%:: ... -:•i<:

The best time to sell is now. Just bring
your books to the U~H Bookstore.

.'I

I
We look forward to seeing you.
,J . . { 'ff;?

7,;

• -

... ----...

-

i

'

Hours at the UNH Bookstore
Mon-Thursday 9-6
Friday 9-5
Sat 10-3

.i!E!!!i~J:if::~, .
A Service of

Barnes&Noble

Hours at the MUB
Mon May 20, 9-6
-Tues May 21, 9-5
Wed May 22, 9-6
Thurs May 23, 9-5
Fri May 24, 9-5
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MICS

-HONORS<continued from page 2)

GARFIELD

. By JIM DAVIS

\{

1 LIKE -ro UANG

AROUNP 5A51E.5

AT MEALTIME..

TME.Y PROP
ALL KINP5 OF
GOOP f'OOP

DOONESBURY
50/QHATV YOU()()
tulfeN 'Jf){/ (j{Jf HOM£,

By G.ARY TRUDEAU '

Al<e YOU KIPPING, MAN?
Vl&TNAM tvAS AU TH&
cl)(JCATION I CO/J/../?
HANPL&!
~~~

JIMBOr PIP YOlJGO
!JACK. 70 SCHOOL?

'/

HOW'5
"/HAT~

I

I ltARNEIJ 70 SIJIMVE,MAN.
I Al$0 lEARNW 70 Kill, YOU
7fJ 6eT/,{///?£/JANP mFOR/£1. {)/[)?
Hfll,I E'leN LeAIWW 7fJ
/ .
\ ~------~
C/)/)NT!
~~

HEY! YOU

010 800Y
CfJJNTS, 700?

sics.
Charles Simic, a UNH English professor and poet, was the
featured speaker. Simic, speaking on "The Writer in Society"
read two of his poems, "Prodigy" and "The Childhood of
Parmendes."
·
"Prodigy" compared life to
a chessboard. "In life, as in chess,
the more difficult the challenge,
the more interesting the possibilities," said Simic after
reading "Prodigy."
Simic has publised eight
books of poetry and has received
the Edgar Allan Poe A ward, a
Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship, and last year, a five year
MacArthur Fellowship.
Simic, who was born in Yugoslavia, is considered to be one
of America's leading poets.

I

-GREENBERG<continued from page4)
about a deaf family who "spoke ·
with finger, hand, face." The
story centers on a girl and her
relations with her hearing family, with the deaf family and the
difficulty she had in being able
to relate both as a hearing
person unable to bring both
worlds together.

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY
I {)(Jfl'r fJl<e MEN.
I /JON'r t/K6 /r16N Ar

MY NIIM6 !5
Alf MU5Hfle. t£f'5
f£,1HING5 ~ p
fa( TH/5 P/1115
\

IIU. I PON'r t.!Kt
M€N 0/EN II ~eN5Y
W6eN5Y IJtr:

•H

IN fACr, ~ Or f/5
CON5!/1ef? 11£ mt.e OF THf
5PE"C/€5 ,J(J5, ON~ 8/6, (/6{.y
8f(V175H ll80WITION
- OF 6VOU/110N.

\

ll'<IIY.
l£r'5 60.

l

I

Im NOT GtmN&
I/NY HICKte5
1rJN/6fff, AM I !

I
Joyce Carol Oates has called
Greenberg's work "not only
artistically beautiful but morally
and spiritually beautiful as well."

By·TOM WILSON

ZIGGY
(I.

THE DOLLAR OPENED

STRONG TODAY, BUT THE
HOUSE. WA'r'S of- MEANS
COAIMITTEE. SOON ·BEAT iT
INTO SUBMISSiON •..

COPA

PLEA
50~
{I

Merging Traffic, the second
piece Greenberg read, drew
parallels between cars "merging, never touching" and people's relationships also "m~rging, never touching." .

7\

Oates' quote certainly applied
to this piece as both the young
and old of the audience laughed
at the sensitive but humorous
dilemmas of a plain highschool
girl.
Greenberg has written six
novels, including The Far Side
of Victory (1983) and her
highly-acclaimed novel, I Never
Promised You a Rose Garden.
She currently lives in Colorado with her husband and their
striped cat named "Ripoff." She
spends her time writing and
teaching etymology, history, and
the structure of the English
language to an experimental
elementary school.

•••••••••••••••••••••
Used Bike Sale
I

5. .3

C 1985 Universal Presa Syndicate

MARMADUKE

,;,)(I . ,

0 19a5 Universal Pre" Syndicate

By BRAD ANDERSON
Reg. Sale
Ladies Kabuki
IO speed $125 $89
Childs 3 speed $75 $49
Girls 10 speed $85 $49
2 Ladies-3 speed $75 $35
Fuji GT 21"
$149 $99
Girls Columbia IO speed
$50 $29
Raleigh 21;; GT $139 $99

~53@oj
,

~

__

I-

Durham· Bike
"I know the kitchen floor is cooler,
Marmaduke, but..."

"Whose luau did you crash?"

"I extend the invitations around here."

M-F 9-5 ·
Sat: 9-12

•••••••••••••••••••••

~
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-------------BIG CATCH-------------(continued from page 1)

stuck in the harbor bottom or
wedged between the sides of an
improperly-dredged channel.
The time spent repairing possible damage to the Albacore
of having to repair the operation
could mean a delay in the
museum's projected July 4 opening.
"Moving it ( the sub) by water
is the best and most efficient
way of doing it," stated Terry
Hurt, Naval Reservist, "this
way, everything is done in a
day's time."
Operations began as scheduled on the morning of the 4th
and proceeded smoothly. By
midday, the Albacore, pulled by
a series of ropes and winches,
had ne_gotiated the excavated

MYTH:
Rapes are usually reported.

FACT
Rape is probably one of the most
underreported crimes in the
United States today; with educated estimates that 50-90% of
rape cases go unreported.

......•....•. ....•.....
~

~

......

We're very different from :
other resume writing and -:
career planning service$... :

.
Apollo Consultants •

canal through the middle of a of a bulldozer and crane were
four-lane road and into the less than effectual, leaving the
specially constructed canal that Albacore a full 700 feet from
would lead to an underwater its projected resting place. _
cradle. By late afternoon, the
sub was in ·position at the far
Until repairs of the winch can
end of the canal and ready to
settle onto the cradle. By late be undertaken, the Albacore will
afternoon, the sub was in po- remain in its present position.
sition at the far end of the canal It's now pointing towards the
and ready to settle onto the harbor like some monstrous seacradle which would be pulled creature being reluctantly
sub and all, to an above-water dragged from its habitat.
location.
At 2 p.m., signaled by the
The moving of the Albacore
release of hundreds of blue
balloons, the Albacore settled to its present location in Portsonto the timber blocks of the mouth's dock-side area began
cradle. The critical phase of the with the formation of the Portsoperation was now complete; mouth Submarine Memorial
the Albacore was no fopger in Association, a non-profit organdanger of being trapped by the ization largely comprised of
local business representatives
receeding tide.
All seemed to be going as · and community members. The
planned when the power winch P.M.S.A. was _responsible for
responsible for housing the the idea of bringing the AlbaAlbacore up the cradle's steel core to Portsmouth and it was
tracks failed to operate. Subse- through their persistent lobquent attempts to move t~ bying and generation of funds
Albacore through a combination for the $1. 7 million dollar

···We get results.

Gel in ~hape, stay in shape during the

summer at

Gold's Gym
Aerobics, free weights, Hfe cycles,
tanning beds
only $105 until Labor Day
2Rt. 101A Amherst, NH 881-9300
(only 5 min. from Nashua)

SPANISH 501: REVIEW OF SPANISH
It is the intention of the Dept. of Spanish and Classics
to offer five sections annually: three in the Fall, one
in the Spring, one in the Summer.

IMPORTANT:

Thru May 10th

It is required that you register for the Summer 1985
course by

-since 1972-

project that the Albacore Park final chapter in the Albacore's
and Maritime Museum was distinguished service as one of
transformed from a dream to the pioneering proto-types for
reality. On September 19, 1983, today's nuclear submarine fleet.
thirty-two years after the USS
Now, the Albacore sits on it's
Albacore first slid into the cradle, waiting for final adjustwaters of her birthplace in ments before being hauled to
Kittery, Maine, the Albacore a point where it will be permanwas officially removed from the ently cemented in place. Its bow
Naval Vessel Register by the points fixedly towards the sea,
Secretary of the Navy and reminding one of the time the
transferred to the P.S.M.A.
Albacore and her crew devoted
On May 29, Army Transpor- · to that life. The Albacore will
tation Corps tugs towed what stand as a monument to those
was once the world's fastest who greet her and as a learning
submarine from the Navy's center for future generations.
inactive fleet in Philadelphia Through them, the spirit of the
to Portsmouth Harbor. Last Albacore will live on.
Saturday's move marked the

FRIDAY, MAY 24.

Haddoc k
Boat Special

Also, please indicate

your intention to do so before then to the Assistant

...
.-·························~···
Portsmouth
436-2552

: Dover

Rochester

: 742-1961

335-1588

Chair or the Secretary of the Department.

2 •99

Oyster River
Seafood

If you are
a student of horticultur e

also serving all your
Take-Out Favorites

Major/Mino r/June Grad

Now ... deep fried fish in Durham
9 Madbury Road ... 868-1177

IT'S FLOWER TIME FOR ...
Manage·r s-ln-Train ing
Horticult ural Specialis ts
Metropolitan New York Tri-State Area
We need your knowledge of pla _n t physiology; agronomy; entomology; pathology;
vegeta~le and fruit culture; ornamental horticulture. We need your practical nursery
operation or plant care and culture experience. We need your enterprising, takecharge management capability.

FWWER TIME, INC.
. . . is one of the fastest-growing and most profitable retail nursery and garden
center chains in the Northeast. We own and operate our own growing
range-20-plus acres incorporating an 8-acre greenhouse complex on Eastern
Long Island. We own and operate 20 full-service, full-supply nursery/greenhouse
centers in the New York tri-state area and will open 30 more in the next three years!
We have grown, in little more than a decade, from a small independent chain into
a major division of General Host. We depend upon the talented individuals who
train with us, and who take hold and grow right along with us. (IT IS COMPANY
POLICY TO TRAIN AND PROMOTE FROM WITHIN.)

If you 're looking for a future with a stable, established, and rapidly expanding firm,
~et aquainted with our trail-blazing approach to the retail nursery and gardening
mdustry. We ~ffer e?'c.ellent starting salaries, a full range of company-paid benefits,
c_omprehensn~e t_rammg on all levels, tuition reimbursement, high visibility in our
field, and unhm1ted growth potential. You won't outgrow FLOWER TIME!
For immediate consideration, please call, and send your resume (or letter stating
your qualifications), to:
·
·
Director of Personnel
516/957-3300

A Division of
General Host Corporation
1178 Route #109
Lindenhurst (LI.), New York 11757
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

plus tax
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32 Main St., Durham, NH

Full Service Deli

..
~·

.

Fresh Coffee & Donuts
Salad Bar
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream
Cones·& Pints
Made to order deli sandwiches
Video Movie Rentals
VCR Rentals

Monday & Tuesday:
Rent 2 taf.es for the price qf 1

;••··· ............... .,
I
I
•
:
:

With this coupon
.50offany
Ben&Jerry'sPint
kecraam
Expires 5/14/85

.

:
:
•

I
;

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
2 liter Pepsi, Coke 99¢

Case of 12 oz. cans qf Pepsi or Coke $5. 99

868-2521
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-PUPPIES FOR SALE!! Kerry blue. Terriers,

CLASSIFIED

FAIRCHILD/STANTON HOUSE STAFF
Looking forward to a great year together.
There will be great times in 85-86 for the
Main Street Bunch. SCOTT, you're a terrific
"significant other" thanks for a fun weekend. Beth the Greek
ERIC - Thanx for the time on the retreat.

AKC registered! Non-shedding fur (so won't
bother people with allergies!) For more
information, call Karla at 868-7553
KATHERINE, DAN, MIKE- As selection You are a neat person and I respect you
began I wondered how in the world I was and your futrue plans alot. I hope our
going to find people to fill the shoes of the · friendship can continue to grow as the year
· Ieaving Engelhardt staff. You're proof that progresses. ELFIE
the most wonderful RAs go to Engelhardt!! AREA II HALL DIRECTORS - You all did
You're the greatest! PS- CHERYL and PHIL a great job planning and executing the
I'm so proud of you! You 're the greatest spring training weekend . I was worried
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • about it but you made the time worth it and
_to_o_
SNUGGLEBUNS - Thanks! You made my are super. RA
weekend . Don't forget what shiggers are. JEAN - I think it was significant - other.
BOB - are we there yet? What, wrong turn!
Love ya
E, WELL MR. CAMARO - I'm psyched that VAL - ·1had a great time working with and
we got to know each other. We 'll have to for you this year. Hope next year brings .
visit now and then so that we don't get too
you happiness and good fortune. Rob and
"lonely"! T
Entire Hetzel Staff.
HORAT!O'S FOUR, SIGNIFICANT OTHER,
MAIN5T .5UNC H,PEM(WHAT AHUNGH).-

SWE;E;T SIGNl~ICANT J U L IE; -

Th~nks:

MISSIJ\IG TAILS, MISSING NOTHING , for being you! MIKENESS - I owe you my
GR-C LOVING ALL, THANKS YOU ALL.
Don. OPUS _ WALK THIS WAY (YOU
KNOW, LIKE THIS!) YOU'RE SO WARM .
GOT A SEC. THANKS FOR THE CALL
(SAME HERE), FRIENDS FOREVER. LET'S
DANCE!LOVEYOU/MIKE
CINDY _ IT'S NOT THE TAIL THAT
MAKES THE MAN, BUT THE MAN THAT

1·

first born! OUADBUSTERS - I love ya! Can't
wait for next semester. BARB - Good luck
with your new life, and I hope to see you
next semester. Jenn
TO THE GUMY BEANS, SIG .OTH, TINY
SENIOR STAFF AND THE MAIN ST .

Who you gonna all? ... Ouad Busters!!
GEORGANA, you may never be the sam
again. BETH beware ... Jay is coming to get
you!! AREA II RAs - secret meeting in the
chapel midnight tonight...GEORGANA give
me a BIG HUG!! GORDON
MARILYN , BETH, EM & GINA - I already
feel very close to all of you . I want you to
know that I am very excited about the
f-airchild/Stanton House staff for next year.
I know we 're going to make it work V-ER-Y well next year! Hope you all do well
on finals and have a great summer. C-U
All next August . GOOD-BYE UPPER
QUAD!!! I WILL MISS YOU! This is/was
great "community development", Russ!!
(Ha Ha). THAT's the WAY WE BECAME
THE MAIN STREET BUNCH Da-Da-Da Da ...DA! To my significant other (S.O.)
GOOD LUCK on Hitchcock 1st next year.
You will do a great job. Keep Smiling!!
TO MY VERY SPECIAL SIGNIFICANT
OTHER - What would I have done on the
bus If you weren 't as tIrea as I was? I hank
god for pledge dances! It was great getting
to know you, and hopefully we can become
great friends .. Good luck in Fairchild, but
I know you'll be great!! Kevin

HEY ALL YOU ZEROS thanks for sticking
with me and our answer. THANKS to all
returning upper Quad staff for being so
BUNCH, This weekend has assured me ' supportive to the newcomers! Psyched
that I'm going to miss Area I that much less. to be working with ya RUSS. TAMMY,
MAKES IT WITHOUT THE TAIL THAT AREA II STAFF - Thanks for everything! JOLENE and CONNIE, thanks for making
BOB & DOUG keep practicing your foot- me feel welcome! Get psyched for next
COUNTS.
A poster on the door of the main room sums ball. ..My "Significant Other" ...Other what?! year! E
up my perceptin of the RAs. "how to Launch (just kidding) .. Keep smiling! and to all the
a Dream " : The poster gave specifics. 1 new RAs: Good luck, keep optomistic and P.A. Do you have any idea what it feels
realized how important you work is as you you'll do fine! Thanks SENIOR STAFF, you like to date a guy and then find out from
a newspaper this his wife is suing him for
are attentive to and tenders of students- work is appreciated!
divorce because of adultry? Is H.P. the
of dream makers. Have a gentle year . CHILI SAUCE! What's my name .. OH !
only woman named or are your other ·
Thanks SNUGGLEBUNS .. you 're terrific ,
- Margorie.
girlfriends included too. How are you going
ADAM _ don't take the time so personally. one of my closest friends . Keep your to manage alimony and child support and
You really can't be blamed. Come back convictions and faith in what you do and still keep up your social life or will your
who you are ... no one can change you. Our
AREA 11, I need a hug!! Gordon
parents just raise your allowance or let
friendship cannot be indubitably assessed
kind of man
I hear NBC bought the rights to the Main on these few lines ... but you know what I you live at home forever. What
St. Bunch. It'll be next Fall's sitcom smash. mean ... I'II always be there for love and cheats on his wife and abandons his
children. You made yourseJf an unfaithful
TONNNNNYYYY ... I'm hot....for you. Larry support ... OH and keep smiling!
husband and a irresponsible father, a liar
sleeping bag has a zipper on the back side.
PUPPIES FOR SALE!! Call Karla at 868and a hypocrite . You have lost sight of
15
DOWN ON 7553 for more information!!
SENIORS. MARK MAY
decent Christian pr inciples . No wonder
YOUR CALENDAR WHY? BECAUSE THE
MOST OUTLANDISH SEMI-FORMAL HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAIN OR MAINTAIN you lie about it!
GRADUATION PARTY WILL TAKE PLACE YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WITH NO KERRY BLUE TERRIER PUPPIES for sale.
IN PARADISE. THAT'S RIGHT. IT'S NOT SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ALOE Fun, lovable , cuddly puppies! Call Karla
A DREAM IN PARADISE. FOR TICKETS BASED NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM at 868-7553 for more information.
- -- -- TALK TO BARTENDERS DAVE 8 . AND CALIFORNIA THAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN
YOU
WEIGHT
THE
AT
YOU
KEEP
OR
RICHTHEITCHSTEADYORTHEDEEJAY
NEED AND GET HEALTHY WHILE YOU
DOWNSTAIRS...A NIGHT IN PARADISE.
DO IT! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
GAIN WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
Myth: "A woman can spot a rapist."
_
_1
Fact: Rapists look just like other men. As
868 482
in the case of other crimes, there is no way
Work your hours around that summer class .
to recognize a rapist beforehand.
Work st udy Jobs now opening at the UNH
To my honie Shirley-I am too excited for
Dairy Bar for th e reSt of the semester and
Florida! I can't wait to get our pictures taken

Lizbet-the best of times are when I'm alone
with you. The strawberries and champagne
were great!! All my love, Andy.

summer. Short order cooks/ counter
workers needed $ 3 .35/hr plus t ips and
a meal. Ca ll !John at 862-1006 after 2:00
st
p.m. Work udy only.
Only two more issues of The New Hampshire left I Get your personels NOWI!!

SENIORS. MARK MAY 15 DOWN ON
YOUR CALENDAR WHY? BECAUSE THE
MOST OUTLANDISH SEMI-FORMAL
GRADUATION PARTY WILL TAKE PLACE
IN PARADISE. THAT'S RIGHT. IT'S NOT
A DREAM IN PARAD ISE . FOR TICKETS
TALK TO BARTENDERS DAVE B. AND

Dear Beth (yes, that's you "flash ." former
resident of Hitchcock 3rd ) The latest news
from Jack and the kids ...Daryl Strawberry
is into nooses now!I! We miss yo u very
much and hope you are keeping E.T. safe.
Say hel lo to Kim . T.P. was fun we 'll ha ve
to do it aga in. Love xxoo Jack and the kids.

RICH THE ITCH STEADY OR THE DEE JAY
DOWNSTAIRS ...A NIGHT IN PARADISE.
CINDY - I'm brining a few bugz back to
start a colony in AREA II. We couldn't
function properly ·vithout them. A-hole has
farmer Jones number!!

Special survival offer for finals week! Wa lk,
drive , jog , bike or skate out Rte. 155-A to
Green Dream Farm . Treat yourself to our
del icious ice crea;n or yogurt and SAVE
25¢ with this ad May 17-24 only!! OPEN
11 am to 9 pm every day 659-5127.

Happy Birthday Bart! We missed you at
work ton ight (last night). Kathy, Marie and
Scott

Hey LJ -That means you Laura Jean , get
psyched for a great summer with many
road trips to Boston and 'Chester and
Gloucester and where ever else you can
think of!!! Get a real place to live this
summer! KJ

with "Goofy! " Thanks for putting up with
me. Only a few more days until May 25 .. 26
and 27!! From your honie xxoo

Happy Birthday Susan (a few days early)
We didn't miss you at work last night! Kathy,
Marie and Scott

The W aysider
Hampton Falls
is looking for experienced waiters,
waitresses and line cooks
Part or full-time.

LET'S MAKE IT TOGETHER! How can
someone help you get where you're going
if you're n.ot sure of the destination yourself?
Apollo Consultants' individualized career
planning services show you how to define
your skills, recognize your experience, and
market yourself. We'll explore possibilities
together with our innovative, personalized
resume writing, career planning and job
hunting techniques . We are money well
spent. APOLLO CONSULT ANTS - since
1972 - Portsmouth 436-2552, Dover 7421961, Rochester, 335-1588.
Only two issues left of The New Hampshire.
Send all those promised personals NOW!!!

Snippy - Thanks so much for making my
birthday one of the best ever!!! I really had
fun this weekend (but then again I always
do with you!) Love Lori.
Hi Dine and DETTE!!
It's here ... what you've been waiting for all
semester!! Springest '85!! Saturday, May
11 . East/West Park. Yipee!
Booze Cruz tickets are available at Jodi's
now for the Viking Sun out of Portsmouth.
Celebrate the last day of classes, graduation ...life. This extravaganza will take place
May 14th 8-11 :00 p.m. with a Happy Hour
at Nick's Oyster House at 5:00 p.m.

NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS? Myth: "Rapes are usually reported ."
WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE BASED ,Fact : Rape is probably one of the most
NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM CALIFOR- underreported crimes in the United States
NIA YOU CAN LOSE-12-29 LBS A MONTH today, with education estimates that
ON! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! between 50-90% or rape cases go unreLOSE WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL ported.
868-1482.
DELFUEGOS DOWN AVENUE FUN I To the person who found my grey corduroy TONES BOSTON COMEDY COMPANY
Jacket and my wallet at Lambda Chi on Sat. LAUGHS ANIMAL t'IOUE FOOD! 6LUES
night I would really appreciate their return BROTHERSFREE!SATURDAY, MAY11
to Lambda-no questions asked. It will take SPRINGEST '85.
me months to replace everything in my $10-$360 weekly /up mailing circulars!
No bosses/ quotas! Sincerely interested
wallet. You cari keep the money. Thanks
Mailers
SENIORS. MARK MAY 15 DOWN ON rush self-addressed envelope!
PO Box 470,
AR-7CEG,
Dist
Association
THE
BECAUSE
WHY?
YOUR CALENDAR
MOST OUTLANDISH SEMI-FORMAL Woodstock, IL 60098.
GRADUATION PARTY WILL TAKE PLACE
IN PARADISE. THAT'S RIGHT. IT'S NOT
A DREAM IN PARADISE . FOR TICKETS
TALK TO BARTENDERS DAVE B. AND
RICH THE ITCH STEADY OR THE DEE JAY
DOWNSTAIRS... A NIGHT IN PARADISE.

Term Papers professionally typed-$ 1.,-page.
Call 436-4001 (days) or 749-2338 (evenings), Word processing also available.

BOOZE CRUZ.. .BOOZE CRUZ ... BOOZE
CRUZ .. .BOOZE CRUZ ... BOOZE CRUZ'. .. BOOZE CRUZ ... BOOZE CRUZ ...BOOZE
CRUZ .. .BOOZE CRUZ ...BOOZE CRUZ...BOOZE CRUZ ... BOOZE CRUZ ... BOOZE
CRUZ ...BOOZE CRUZ ...BOOZE CRUZ...BOOZE CRUZ ...

DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
STIMULANTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN-DOWN
FEELING! ALL NATURAL· PRODUCTS
WILL GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST
WHILE YOU GET HEALTH AT THE SAME
TIME! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
FEEL GREAT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.

WORK FOR SPRINGFEST '85! WHAT A
CHANCE! THIS WILL ONLY COME ABOUT
ONCE A YEAR SO DON'T MISS OUT ON
THIS CHANCE TO WORK WITH THE
BIGW,IGS OF MUSO, STVN, AND SCOPE!!

wow

Spanky-Junior-Jumpin 'Jim Congratula
tions BROTHERS!! welcome to the family.
We're proud of you. Look forward to some
ballsy times ahead . Go nuts!! The OX'
2DOCS
0

Music Marathan DJ Service available for
weddi'ngs, parties, dances. Call 207 -6985678. Ask for Keith.

LOST :. possibly Saturday night May 4 in
the Ghetto or Catnip: Gold Scared Braceletwith different colored stones. Sentimental
value . By reward!!! Call 868-2423.

HOW YOU GO TREATED
DEPENDS ON THE UNIFORM
YOUWEAR.

Earn the right to wear one of ours, and you'll be treated with all the respect and
dignity accorded any Army officer.
Because you'll be one-a commissioned officer in the U.S. Army.
You'll earn a salary commensurate with civilian nursing pay; with exceptional
benefits wh~ch make your salary go farther, such as food and housing allowances.
You will also get a chance to grow, to further your skills, and to continue your
education.
And to serve your country.
To find out what it's really like living in an Army Nurse's uniform, talk to someone who knows. An Army Nurse Corps recruiting specialist.
US Army Recruiting Station, DOVER - Tel. 742-3702

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Apartments for Rent

Housemates wanted - Lrg. Newmarket
house, on Kari Van rt. No smokers, or pets.
$130/mo . Year.lease 6/1-6/1 /86. Call
Kathi 749-6916 or Linda at 7 49-2428

Summer sublet-single in a house. 15 minute
walk from campus. Off street parking. Large
private yard, washer arid dryer. Furnished.
$140/mo. negotiable. Call Gia 868-6315
Summer sublet with poss ible optionspacious Main St. Apartment for two-three.
Living room , double bedroom , kitchen,
study area, bath, all utilities included.
Partially furnished . Reasonable rent. Call
Mike or John at 868-6183
Durham: Summer sublet with fall option
for one or two people. Airy, fully furnished
one-bedroom beautiful yard, quiet building,
washer/ dryer, walking distance to UNH.
Rent $380. Call Nancy 868-6354 even ings
or leave message.
cape coa Hyanrns-Beacn or Town G als,
rooms with fridge and kitchen priveleges
double occupancy. Apts, cottages, season
only. $55 / week & up. Call Ed 1-617-7781158 or Ceil 1-617-8151 . Hurry (Keep
trying.)
Subletters wanted for summer. Furnished
two bedroom apt in the Coops . Rent
negotiable. Call 868-1116.
Summer sublet June -august, fall opt_ion
3 bedroom apt. Newmarket, close to Karivan . $550 a month heat included, gas stove.
Call afternoons and evenings 659-2415.
Summer Sublet June-Aug . Davis Court
apts. 56 Madbury Rd . Space available for
2-3 more people. $140/ea . Furnished
spacious balcony, right on campus! Call
868-5461. Ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim .
Summer Room rentals at Sigma Beta (SB)
$375 full summer. (May 27-Sept 1) Call
Dan at 868-9723.
.June-August Summer Sublet-Davis Court
Apt. 56 Madbury Rd . Space available for
2-3 more people / $140 ea . Furnished ,
· spacious, balcony, right on campus! Call
868-5461 ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim.
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available
fo r 1985-86 academic year . Private entrance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $850
per semester, including utilties. Call 8682217 after 4 p.m.
Summer Sublet June-Aug . Davis Court
Apts. 56 Madbury Rd . space available for
2-3 more people . $140 / ea furnished ,
spacious , balcony, right on campus! Cal l
868-5461, ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim .
Summer Sub-let in The Coops, 3 bedroom,
4 to 5 people will negotiate rent. Call 8682146 afternoons.
Female Rm.mate wanted to share 2 bedrm.,
spacious apart. Non-smoker, NewMarket
659-3745.
Female roommate needed for 85-86 school
year in Davis Ct. Apts . $195/month, heat
and hot water included. Call Laura or Gina
868-2966.
Summer Sublet 39 A Main Street, Great
location - right downtown 2 bedroom,
kitchen, living room . Call 868-9783 Ask
for Michele or Jill.
Summer Sublet/Fall Option 2 bedroom apt.
3½ miles from UNH on Kari Van route . Call
Jen or Terri 742-0486. Early a.m. or late
p.m.
Need a place to live this summer? Spacious
Apartment in Durham . 3 bedrooms ,
$1 00 / month. Call 868-6128.
Female needed for summer sublet. Private
bedroom in beautiful, fully furnished apartment in downtown Durham. 25 Main St.
$150 a month, utilities included Call 8686169 Corene.
Faculty home available for academic year
'85-'86 . Fully furnished, 3-4 bedrooms, 2
baths, short walk to UNH . Security deposit.
$550.00 I month plus heat & utilities. Married
couple or family. Call 868-2394.
L:.1over Summer Rental - Possible Fall also.
Kari-Van Route Private home- 4 private
rooms, kitchen privileges, cable TV, ofstreet parking. Females only, Non-smokers.
Rental adjustment possible in return for
10 hrs. wkly . work, assisting with property
work. Call 742-2973, Stasia.
Sublet: Needed for June and July. Single
Apt. with kitchen and bath. Very quiet and
in Durham. $250.00 a month. For info. Call
Chris at 868-1527 MWF mornings and
weekday evenings.

Summer Sublet: Dover, on K-V Route, 2
bdrms, furnished , lots of room, bckyrd .
$260/month plus elect. Cheap! Call Rob
at 749-2428 or Wes at 742-9580.
HOUSE FOR RENT . Available June 1,
Architect-designed , unfurnished 4 bedroom, 3 full baths , den . Quiet , wooded
location overlooking Oyster River. Easy
walk to UNH . One year lease. No undergraduates. Wm . Bonnice, 2-2689 (campus
phones only) or 862-2320 (Math Dept.)
or 617-753-4762 (Worcester, MA)
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FARM WORKERS NEEDED- All Aspects
from growing to selling. Three, full summer
time workers. Rm, board, pay. Alton/New
Durham. Call soon. 776-4731
Work your hours around that summer class.
Work Study Jobs now opening at the U.N.H.
Dairy Bar for the rest of the school year
and summer. Short order cooks/Counter
wu r Ke r:, r1 eec.Jec.J $3 .35 / l ir µ1u s llµs a r1c.J

a meal. Call John at 862-1006 after 2:00
p,m. - Work Study Only.
WANTED: Disabled person seeking assistance with personal care needs . Will
train. Flexible hrs. $5 . per hr. Call Dan at
692-4764.

- - - -- - -- - - - - -

STUDENT JOB FOR SEPT 85 Workstudy
or not. Experience with child care or
teaching. Run after school care program.
Mon-Fri 2 to 5:30 p.m. for 5-6 yr olds-need
car-1 mile west of Lee Circle on Rt. 4. Salary
$4-$4.50/hr. Send resume to Children 's
Workshop , Box' 153 Rt 4, Barrington , NH
03825 or call 868-2920 days, 868-1947
evenings.
Experienced Waiters , Waitresses & Line
Cooks Wanted-full or part time. Call Robin
or Bill 1 -926-0530 at the Waysider, Hampton , Falls.
Wanted : House Boy for sorority kitchen
duty. Receive free board and cash-meet
some great girls!! If interested , call 8689776 / 862-1789. Ask for Laura or Allyn.
Looking for a fun responsible person to
care for 2 (two) children 15-20 hrs. week,
now through end of t_
he summer. Contact
Rick or Jule at 749-9322
Reader/ Academic Aide-summer work
study positions available. Hours arranged .
Call handicapped Services at 862-2607
for further information.
HAWAII-FT. LAUDERDALE-CALIFORNIAVAIL-ASPEN-BAHAMAS YOU CAN HAVE
MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYWHERE YOU
LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING YOU WANTNOWI ARE YOU -EARNING WHAT YOU 'RE
WORTH OR WOULD LIKE TO SUPPLEMENTYOLJR INCOME?WOULDYOU LIKE
TO REPRESENT PRODUCTS THAT WORK
AND YOU CAN BE PROUD OF? JOIN
THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE
THAT MAKE ANYWHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $1,000-$25,000 PER MONTH!
NO TRAVELING- NO DOOR TO DOORWORD OF MOUTH IS THE KEYi PRODUCTS HAVE A 100% MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. MAKE MONEY NOW! ASK
ME HOW! CALL 868-1482 FOR AN INTERVIEW.

Lovable, cuddly KEARY BLUE TERRIERS
for sale . AKC registered: For more information call Karla at 868- 7553.

SUMMER RECREATION STAFrWANTED:
Playground Supervisor-18 yr. old min
experience working with children required,
as well as working knowledge of crafts,
games, sports, etc. Must be available June
24-August 23. Waterfront Staff-Supervisor
and Guard/ lnstructors-18 yr. old min .,
current WSI preferred, but other Red Cross
-Certification considered. Must be available
weekdays and weekends as schedule
requires , May 30-Sept. 2. Experience
preferred . All positions: References and
participation in lnservice Training required.
Concession Stand Operator also needed.
Appfications and details available at
Franklin Parks and Recreation, Memorial
St., Franklin, NH phone: 934-2118.

SUMMERSTORAGEAVAILABLEATREASONABLE RATES. CALL 742-6148.
Typing-Term papers, thesis, etc. Students
and faculty, ST ARR & ST ARR Secretarial
Service, 603-926-2199.

YAMAHA SX 400 1978, Six speed, mag
wheels, front and rear disc brakes, new
chain 7 sprockets. Only $550. Andy 2-1581.
Computer Devices. DOT PC wanted in
good condition with software and docu mentation. If you don't like yours or decide
you'd rather have the cash call Lee at 6923157 or leave a message anytime.
1984 Subara GL, 4 door model, Standard
Transmission. AM FM Cassette, Power Pac,
Excellent condition asking $7,000 or best
offer. Call 749-1240.

more guages and full cover, 15,980 miles.
Price $3,695.

Looking forward to next year 's Quad
Busters! S.O. PETE - Because I care!

1971 VW Beetle, very dependable transportation. Needs some TLC on body .
Perfect for summer. $600 or best offer. Call
Scott 868-6257

TO THE SENIOR STAFF - Super job with
Spring Training weekend. You all deserve
a lot of credit for psyching all of us up and
building such a strong base for next year.
Thank you . TO ALL Tl::iE RAS frnm Training
Weekend - You all super people!! It's been
a real pleasure getting to know you all this
weekend . You're a super significant other
and you 'll be a terrific RA.

Fuju S-12-S 18 speed brand new, need
money $300 .00 or best offer. 3 Benson 's
Animal Farm tickets good anytime this
summer- normally $27 for $18. Call Peter
7-8 a.m. M-F 868-2513.

TO EVERYONE AT AREA II AA TRAINING

Money will paid for a 'CB~radio any typ·e
any price. Please call Tim at 2-1590 or 868_
9779

- Get psyched and set for a great year
ahead . Sorry I had to keep leaving ... Luv,
Lois.

3 BENSON 'S ANIMAL FARM tickets normally $27 for $18 . Brand new Fuji S-12S 18 speed, need money $300 or best offer.
Call 7-8 a.m. 868-2513.

FIARCHILD STAFF - I'm glad I got the
chance to get to know you . It was a great
weekend. I'm looking forwrd to becoming
a part of the staff next year. Marilyn . TO
MY SIGNIFICANT O - Thanks for looking
out for me this weekend. It was a great
weekend. By the way, have you been telling
any ghost stories in the chapel lately!
"Lynn "

1972 Volvo 164E, good oody, excellent
mechanical condition, many new parts,
cassette and radio, overdrive, $925 or best
offer. Please call 749-6883.

SUMMER RESIDENT CAMP STAFF
NEEDED Ecology director, waterfront
direction and staff and more. 625-6431
or 964-9824.
House painters with equipment needed.
Interior and exterior, own transportation .
Call: Mark (603) 431-4790 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

1983 Nighthawk, 500, mint condiiton, only
been driven 1 season. Has only 2,600 miles
on it. $2,300.00. Call Jim S. at 868 -9723
or 2-1296.

SUMMER WORK-STUDY RECREATION
LEADERS WANTED. Fun, outdoor positions
conducting activities for youths ages 614 in Day camp setting, looking for
individuals with skills in one or more areas:
sports , crafts , swimming , watersports ,
drama, hiking or more. Call 659-5563 New
Market, Rec. & Parks, Workstudy only.

FOR SALE 1965 Ford Falcon . Reliable
transportation-nearly rust free (formerly
from Arozona .) Extra tires and many recent
repa irs. $450 or B.O. Also, 1953, 3/ 4 Ton
Chevy pick-up (w/ extras) Runs well-could
be restored. $1 ,100 firm . Call 868-2921
ask for Scott or Sarah.

Waiters / Waitresses , Host/Hostess positions. Full time or part time. Apply in
person. The Malt House , Albany St. ,
Portsmouth, N.H.

"WELCOME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOW
GO HOME" bumperstickers. Only $1.50
each to : BMC, Box 1900 , Conway , NH
03818 . Free list of wise-cracks available
on request.

Work your hours around that summer class.
Work Study Jobs now opening at the U.N.H. ·
Dairy Bar for the rest of the school year
and summer. Short order cooks/Counter
Workers needed $3 .35/hr plus tips and
a meal. Call John at 862-1006 after 2:00
p.m. - Work Study Only.

TO EVERYONE AT THE AREA II TRAINING "
SESSION, I never thought Dering NH could
ever be any fun, but you guys made it that
way . I'm glad I got the chance to spend
time with all of you , you're a great bunch.
Looking forward to next year. PS - ED,
you 're a great sig. other! KURT, I hope you
decide to stay in Engelhardt. KA TH.
We're gonna make a great staff next year
- Engelhardt. LOIS - Quality is more
improtant than quantity. I'm glad you could
make when you did. You were a geat S.O.
-Your S.O.
It was great meeting all of you maavelous
people! Good luck next year . Dan, Dan,
my S.O. man give a call if you need a
han .. .Thanks for everything. Special thanks
to Bart and his helpers - God Bless Ya!!
3-0 RA

BIKE FOR SALE. 10-speed, in good condition, Shimano center pull brakes, toeclips included $55.00. Call Jill 868-2948.
CAR FOR SALE!-Audi Fox, 1977. No rust,
runs great. A run college car that 's
dependable. Call T J at 862-3190. $1,500
orB.O.

Good luck to : ESTHER (my significant
other), BETH THE GREEK. PEM and I (god
knows we'll need it), the ALEXANDER
STAFF Of 85-86, JULIE and all the Main
Street RAs as a whole (the most talented
portion of Area II) . Good luck to all RAs
on campus .. .you do make the difference!
ROB -EM and I really didn't mean to impinge
on your beauty sleep! ADAM - sharing my
pillow was an unforgetable experience .
I'll cherish it forever.

Wanted: Art student or graduate willing
to make at least a 1 year commitment to 1982 Honda XL 1255. Like new. Best offer,
working in frame shop/gallery in North Call 868-6182.
Conway. Excellent experience for someone - Wood bench w. steel frame with York
who wants to put their education in color weights, curl bar, dumb bells etc . Living
Town of Durham Public Works Department
and design to work. Must be good with room coffee table . Have a look, will take
wants employees to assist in general public
fractions _and some experience with pho- best offer. Call Peter eve. 868-2442
works maintenance and construction
tography helpful. The pay isn 't great but
projects for the summer. Work to begin
Write your own professional resume with
the scenery is! Send resume to Gold Leaf
in May . Full time employment for the
easy to follow line by line instruction form
Frame & Gallery , Box 370, No. Conway,
summer. Must be available for the entire
$5.40 each (ck/MO) to SECRETARY, 13
NH 03860.
summer-May 27th or earlier through
Old Landing Rd., Durham, NH 03824
August 30th and must be 18 years of age.
Wanted : House Boy for sorority kitchen
LOVABLE PUPPIES FOR SALE! Kerry Blue
$4.76/hr. Applications available at Town
duty. Receive free board and cash-meet
terriers, AKC registered . They love people
Office until May 3, 1985. THE TOWN OF
some great girls!! If interested, call 868and need goqd homes! For more informaDURHAM IS AN AFFIRMATIVE AC9776 I 862-1789. Ask for Laura or Allyn.
tion, call Karla at 868-7553.
TION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYWanted,: House Boy for sorority kitchen
FURNITURE- Scandanavian design dining
ER.
duty. Receive free board and cash-meet
Bartender and waitresses wanted. No some great girls!! If interested, call 868- room set: table 8 chairs, and dining -ware
cabinet. Heavy oak.good cond . $300 or
experience needed . Positions available . 9776 I 862-1789. Ask for Laura or Allyn .
8 .0. Also oak stereo console, $150 or 8.0.
now and for summer jobs. Apply in person
MOTORCYCLE - YAMAHA 175 enduro
between 7 p.m.-8 p.m . open hrs. 6 p.m. Iii
very dependable, 90 mpg, on-off road . Call
1 a.m . Old Farm Pub, 34 Locust Street,
868-5657.
Dover, NH 03820 742-9_
80_8_._ _ _ __
Activitist Wanted : Progressive citizens
network, working for affordable er,ergy and
a safe environment is seeking articulate,
energetic people to join its political staff.
Training/National travel great summer
employment $180-225 wkly for an interview. Call (603) 225-4007.
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR WANTED this
May & June and/or also in fall. Excellent
pay . Mon - Thurs, 5 :00-6:00 p .m. in
Newmarket. For more info call 659-5563,
Newmarket Recreation & Parks (on the
Kari-Van Route).

KERRY BLUE TERRIERS for sale. Lovable,
cuddly, home-raised puppies. All black,
non-shedding fur. About 35 pounds when
full grown. AKC registered , full bred pups!
For more information, call Karla at 8687553.
Babcock Yard Sale on May 11 from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Babcock Main Lounge. All
untagged items. including bicycles, will
be sold unless claimed owners . A list of
items to be sold is posted at the Babcock
Main Desk. Proceeds to benefit Babcock
House Council.

Thanks to all AREA II for making this
weekend the best! Especially GINA and
MIKE.'for being yourselves, SO for teaching
me to play chess(!?), ROB for not letting
me oversleep, and ADAM for sharing the
corner of your mattress. Good luck in 198586.
HUNTER RA'S - Get psyched for -a great
year. Spring training was the best. I'll be
looking for you on M.T.V. Thanks to all the
senior staff members for making spring
training '85 a great time.

ESTHER, JOHNNA, LOIS, TONY, CHERYL,
JENNIFER: Welcome to the ua staff! I'm
really excited about next year. NO Muscle
Russell. KAREN, CHERYL, JENNIFER A little attached to that leather bean sack?
QUAD BUSTERS! You're the greatest! Russ

YAMAHA XS 400F Special 1979, 6 speed,
crash bars, backrest and rack, good rubber.
Just tuned up for spring. Great cond . $575
or b.o. Mike at 436-9263

I
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AREA II STAFF - You're the best and made
spring training not only fun, but rewarding .
Thanks

1 OQO 1-l o ndQ Gold w in:z lntorctQto QIQok

NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS - (Mass.) Mah-Kee - nae . for
Boys/Danbee for Girls. Counselor Positons
for Program Specialists: All land sports
plus, Arts / Theatre/Dance, Gymnastics,
rocketry , ropes course; all waterfront
activities-including swimming, diving, small
craft; plus overnight camping , computers,
videotaping and more . Inquire: Camps
Mah-Kee-Nac/Danbee, 190 Linden
Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028, Phone
(201) 429-8522.

_Pe_rsonal•~l~l
We don't shake hands in Deering. AUNTIE
EM - HATE KANSAS. HATE YOU . TOOK
THE DOG - DOROTHY. SCOTT, Let go
of Gordon's house! MIKE what time is it?
It's cold in here, better turn up the inferno.
J.W . is alive . HEY SHOOBIE, Let's do a
program on that!

1969 VW Bug new clutch, battery, tires,
Child care, part or full time, now or summer. muffler, $800.00 or best offer-868-2146
Several postions available in area private afternoons
homes . Experience and dependability . 1981 Honda Goldwinz Interstate #GL1100
necessary. Also accepting registrations -Blue/Black, brand new full cover. Price
for Home Health Care, housekeeping, $3,950.
"house-sitting' and yard and garden
1975 Honda-Tourquoise CB 363 , 4 ,100
maintenance positions. Call Help-at-Home
miles. Price $650.
Placement Service, 749-6252.

WORK-STUD Y S T UDEN T S: T ne T A::iK
Center is taking applications for Tutor /Counselors to work 8-12 hrs/week
during 85-86 . Must be interested in academics and have a good GPA. You will be
trained . $3.75-$4 .50 hour. Call 2-3698 o;
stop by Richards House for an application
by 5/10.

End of the semester. Need furniture
moved? Call Chris's Light Trucking . Anywhere in southern New Hampshire to
Boston. Hourly and daily rates. Call for an
estimate, 749-1899.

I.

GINA, MIKE, EMILY and all the FAIRCHILD
gang - you guys are great friends, we've
still got a whole year to go - great weekend.
~

AREA II SENIOR STAFF UPPER QUAD

· STAFF - Where else would anybody want
•
.
to be? I'm really psyched to work with all
Typing-only $1 /page. Call Joanne Hack
. at Business Support Services. 436-4001 · of you (as long as Theresa gives me a
(days) or 749-2338 (evenings .) Pick up
chance to talk) I'm looking forward to
and delivery in Durham every day. __ _
September. T
,[

l
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.· MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday, May 12th ~

l

CARDS
GIFT WRAP
BALLOONS
MUGS

I/I' ;

~<IJ>~~
52 Main St Durham
868-6383

BOOKS
RECORDS

CASSETTES
MUSIC BOOKS
POSTERS

BOOK 'N CARD LOFT
64 Main St Durham
868-9661

both stores accept VISA-MC-Amex
and offer free gift wrapping ·

Jn,5/.

~

~~

¥~

THE NEW NICARAGUA
SLIDES AND LECTURE
Forum Room
Library
Friday, May 10, 8:00
(Sponsored by: Committee on Central America)
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UNH women's track team tenth at New Englands
By Bob Arsenault
UNH Coach Nancy Krueger
brought o_nly iive athletes to the
New England championship
meet this past Saturday, but they
were enough tu capture tenth
·place out of 26 teams.
"I had figured that we could
be in the top ten teams if we
scored 25 points," said Coach
Krueger. As it was, the team
scored 24.
Two of the Wildcats, Dominique St. Pierre and Sandy
Richter, won their events, thereby making them the New
England champs for this year.
St. Pierre's victory came in
the 3000m run as she ran
9:59.2-only 1.3 seconds ahead
of the second place finisher
Susan Willis of Holy Cross. This
win is St. Pierre's first as a
·
collegian.
It was not an easy win, however. The early race tavortte
Charly Haverstat 'of BU
scratched from the race and left
it open to anyone of a pack of

six runners that emerged from
the 14-woman field.
"Dom raced with great determination," said Coach Krueger. " She was aggressive and
reacted extremely well to the
challenges and situations during
the race. It was one of the most
thrilling races that I've seen
during my coaching career."
The race started out in a pack
with St. Pierre running conservatively in fourth or fifth position throughout the first mile.
In the next three laps, she
moved up a little and maintained third and fourth place.
At the start of the gun lap,
St. Pierre held third place. With
three hundred meters to go·, the
eventual fourth place finisher,
Kristen Lyons of Springfield,
came up from behind St. Pierre
and tripped her. That action
spurred St. Pierre into using her
kick and, by moving our imo the
second lane, she soon put a 30yard gap on the rest of the field.
Also running on the track for

UNH at the New Englands
were junior distance runner
Maureen Connors and freshman
hurdler Julie Weekes.
· Connors, having just gotten
over a cold, ran to an eleventh
place finish in the 5000m run
with a time of 18:30.14. Con- nors, who had been sick for most
of the year, was almost back to
form two weeks ago when she
ran a 17:57 5000m, only three
seconds off qualifying for the
ECAC meet.
W e::ekes, UNH' s lone hurdler
all spring, made it to the semifinals of her event with a time
of 16.39.
In the field events, it was no
surprise when sophomore
Sandy Richter won the javelin
by six feet over the rest of the
17-member field. Richter's winning throw was 148'4"
"Sandy competed with con-

the New England Championship in her event."
Richter, more than any other
UNH track athlete, has thoroughly dominated her event
in this area. She has broken the
UNH javelin record seven
times, three of those throws
coming during this spring sea- .
son. At last year's end, Richter's
best throw was 138'2": Since
then she has been sixth at the
Penn relays and set a meet
record at the BC relays. Right
now, her best is 150'8" and she
still has the ECAC championship meet to participate in.
So when she goes to the
ECAC's she will certainly be
among the top entries there.
Consistency is the key for Richter. Of her last six throws, four
have been in the 140's. Last year
the winning throw was 155'7"
by Tina Arcano of Temple

University. Richter has thrown
in the 150's before and will have
an opportunity to win that meet.
Also in the field of events was
senior hammer thrower Wendy
DeCroteau. DeCroteau, this
year's captain, threw a new
school record of 126'7 ½" to
garner fourth place.
This meet was another success in DeCroteau's track career.
As a junior; she took fourth in
the 25 lb weight at the New
England's indoors and was the
New England champ in the
hammer last spring when the
hammer was still an exhibitional event. She finished off last
year by taking third place at the
ECAC's in the hammer.
For DeCroteau, Richter and
St. Pierre, the last meet of this
year will be the ECAC championships held at Princeton on
May 18 and 19.

:)i:)lt:ncy and confidence," aaid

Men's track team
---------CREW --------- 4th at Eastern's
Coach Krueger. "She knew she
was the best thrower there and
.she compet~d with poise to win

<continued from page 24)

John Brenner, varsity lightweight said. Their race was
phenomenal according to coach
Chris Allsopp. The lightweights
have been racing against JV
heavyweights during the season's races and when finally in
a contest with other lightweights, they proved they were
an equal match.
The race was a tight one, with
UNH and Coast Guard battling
it out down the course. Every
time UNH took a seat on Coast
Guard, they in turn would make
a move. Finally, in a blast out
sprint, UNH surged ahead to
win by one second. URI finished
third, close on Coast Guard's
stern.
The JV women rowed an
intense 2000 meters. Taking the
lead by 500 meters, they maintained it to cross the finish line
first, keeping off a close MIT
boat by a strong sprint.
"We smoothed out in the
second 1000 meters," said oarswoman Alex Chiarella. "It was
'almost effortless' as we cruised
through the finish."
According to women's coach
John Squardroni, the women are
determined to get faster and
better for next weekends racing
at the Nationals.
"Next weekend is the big one.
This race was another rung in
the ladder," he said.
The JV men mastered a fast .
start pulling even with UMass.
The fight was on for the next
2000 meters, a close race. UNH
took an incredible sprint equal
to UMass, but managed to win
this contest by just .7 seconds.
"A strong start and strong
sprint won it for us," said
Forrest Russell, JV boat.
The varsity women decided
to give a repeat performance
of their victory last weekend. ·
After beating Brown and Smith
in their previous race, they were
eager to show Division Two
schools what they could do.
In the first 500 meters, the
race was on between UNH,
Wesleyan, and Simmons. Moving through Wesleyan by the
1000, UNH took on Simmons.
In a strong sprint, UNH pulled
clean away to finish an easy boat
length ahead ..
"We proved what we can do
here and we're on our way to
proving .what we ~an_do next .

weekend at the Nationals," said
varsity rower Kim Goody.
"No school can be ruled out
next weekend. Minnesota, Mt
Holyoke, and Georgetown are
going to be tough competition,"
said Squadroni. "We'll establish
ourselves in the heats and put
everything into the finals." .
Mayrene Earle, MIT women's
coach, said the UNH women
belong in the Sprints. (meaning
the Eastern Sprints Division
One championships)
The varsity men pioneered
a masterful race. As one varsity
heavyweight, Ralph Stedman,
said, "We came, we saw, we
conquered."
Grasping the lead at the start,
UNH pulled away from UMass
and Coast Guard, leaving all five
other boats in theiuace behind.
They rowed efficently, according
to Allsopp and finished first
strongly ahead of UMass, who
was seven seconds behind them.
"With the confidence we
gained here, we'll be ready to
race even faster at the Nationals.
The competition will be stiffer,
facing schools like Temple,
Purdue and FIT (Florida Institute of Technology)," Allsopp
said.
"We thought we;d be a little
closer. We're going to have to
come up with seven seconds in
seven days," said UMass coach
David Comlin.
Due to technical problems
with a Connecticut College boat
the novice heavyweight men's
race was rescheduled as the last
official race of-the day. Furthering the delay, a recreational
boat started doing 'doughnuts'
in the middle of the course
creating a huge wake. U nfortunately, this was a problem
throughout most of the day.
Finally the race began, with
UNH once again taking a strong
lead at the start. URI was close
behind waiting to make a move
on UNH. UNH held them off,
sprinting when URI did, moving smoothly across the finish
line in first place. Connecticut
College was third.
According to Gardener, the
heavies weren't quite together
at the start even though they
had the lead, but at the last 500,
they pulled out an effective

finish.
. . The final race of the. day was

By Bob Arsenault

unofficial. Racing were UNH' s
novice women's 'B' boat, Tufts
novice 'A' boat, racing because
they had been disqualified from
the 'A' race, and MIT's 'B' boat.
At the start, Tufts and UNH
pulled away from MIT. For the
first 1000 meters it was a game
of 'cat and mouse,' but UNH
pulled ahead.
"We knew the whole time we
were going to win; our · timing
was so good and we were rowing
so smoothly. At the sprint, we
pulled right away-we were
gone," Sharon Hainsfurther
said.
"We've showed as a team that
we've stepped up a level and
we' re starting to come to the
top," Coach Gardener said. "Last
year we were afraid to overachieve. Now we know ourselves better and have more
experience in racing, knowing
more what to expect. We're
much less likely to be denied this
weekend."
The crew team leaves on
Wednesday for Philadelphia to
race on the Schyukill River for
the Dad Vails, the Division Two
National Championships.

The men's track team finished fourth out of 13 teams at
the Easterns Track Championship held at New Britain, Con- .
necticut. Senior Andy Johnsen
led the way for the Wildcats
with a victory in the 400m run,
but the .team had a strong allaround day as well.
Continuing the pattern established during the regular
season of meets, the field events
were the strongest part of
UNH's day on Saturday.
In the hammer throw, UNH
took fourth, fifth and seventh
places. Senior captain Bob Connolly threw 160'8", and sophomores Ed McCabe and Dan
Heath threw 155'0" and 132'5".
McCabe went on to place in two
events by throwing 47'¾" in the
shot for fifth place.
In the previous two weeks,
the javelin throwers, usually the
most dominating of the men's
track team, had been throwing
well off their best. Even though
they had still been winning, it's
nice to see that they are getting
·
back to their usual form.
On Saturday, Harry Lichtman
and Todd Schwendenman took
second and third place in the
javelin with throws of 204'0"
and 196'5". Lichtman's throw
was near his personal best of

205'.
Moving on to the long jump,
freshman Zachary Apgar took
sixth place-with a leap of 21'7".
"The coach had us out reinforcing our approach techniques
on the outdoor track," said
Lich~ man, "and it has helped
a lot.
Lichtman is optimistic about
Saturday's New England championship meet to be held at
M.I.T.
"I have to keep the javelin
straight and not hook it," he
said. "I want to get a personal
best on Saturday." •
The Wildcat's day on the track
was highlighted by Andy
Johnsen's 49.42s win in the
400m. Also running in the 400m
was senior co-captain Rich
Mazzocca who finished third
in his heat in 50.3 seconds.
In the distance events, both
Jeremy King and Jim MacKenzie turned in solid efforts in the
10000m and the 5000m run.
King ran to a third place finish
in 15:01 and MacKenzie ran a
personal best of 32:51.75, a time
that works out to a pace of 5: 15
per mile.
The men will be running
again this weekend at the New
England's Championship at
M.I.T.

.....
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,
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'Live Free or Die,' UNH's men's novice lightweight eight, took first place in its race Saturday
·~
•·• ·

at the-New England's.{Erilca ·:Randmece· photo)·'.·• • •,
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Sports
Women's lacrosse in NCAA Final Four

r

By Larry Kelly
Sarah Kittredge scored two
goals and Robin Balducci made
11 saves to lead the University
of New Hampshire women's
lacrosse team to a 6-4 victory
over Massachusetts Sunday, for
its second consecutive ECAC
Championship.
The Wildcats, 9-3 were notified Sunday night that they
earned a spot in the NCAA Final
Four, along with Temple, Maryland and Penn State. Fourthseeded UNH will play at #1 seed
Temple on Sunday at 1 p.m. in
Philadelphia.
"It was very close for the
fourth spot between us and
Northwestern," said UNH
Head Coach Marisa Didio. "I
think a key point in our selection
was that we didn't lose to anyone
below us in the rankings, w hereas Northwestern did."
·Another key point ih UNH' s
favor was the play of the Wildcats in the ECAC Championships. The 'Cats beat UMass for
the second time this season,
after defeating tenth-ranked
Loyola by a 16-5 score on
Saturday.
Kittrege led the UNH attack
against Loyola, firing home
seven goals. and adding two

assists. The nine points gave
her a new UNH career scoring
record of 143 points.
Loyola never challenged the
Wildcats, as· the 'Cats held an
8-1 lead 18 minutes into the
contest. UNH stretched it out
to 10-2 at the half, and cruised
to the 16-5 final.
Sandy Vander-Heyden, Pauline Collins ~nd Karen Geromini each scored two goals for
UNH, and Ann G. Sherer, Suzie
Haynes and Mary Ellen Claffey
added one each.
UMass defeated James Madison 10-6 in the other semi-final
to set the stage for Sunday's
fmal.
The Wildcats edged UMass
10-9 in triple overtime on April
20th in a very exciting game.
The scene was set for another
thriller.
UNH came out on top Sunday
behind the outstanding performance by Robin Balducci in
goals.
"Robin kept us there," said
Didio. "Our defense as well as
Robin did a good job of making
Pam Moryl shoot from where
we wanted her to."
Moryl was held to two goals
Sunday by the UNH defense,
a vast reduction from the seven

she scored earlier· this year
against the Wildcats.
Geromini gave UNH a 1-0
lead just 1:06 into the game on
a beautiful rush down the left
side. UMass' Liz Schueler tied
the game at one four minutes
later.
The Wildcats proceeded to
score the next four goals of the
game to take a 5-1 lead. VanderHeyden scored at the 10:29
mark to give UNH a 2-1 lead.
Kittredge scored an unassisted
tally with five minutes remain-

ing in the half to make the score
3-1.
UNH scored two goals 13
seconds apart three minutes into
the second half to take the 51 lead. The game wasn't over
by a long shot, though.
Moryl scored twice to cut the
UNH lead to 5-3 with ten
minutes to play. Kittredge put
the 'Cats back up by three with
seven minutes left to play.
Virginia Armstrong scored
with three minutes left to cut
the score to 6-4. The Wildcats

controlled play for the trnal
three minutes to take home the
championship.
Temple, the defending
NCAA Champion, beat UNH
earlier this season by a 4-3 score.
Sunday's game also looks to be
close.
"We know what to expect,"
said Didio. "We'd like to play
the same game defensively, and
bring some defensive confidence
into our attack. It will be a close
one."

Crew team first
at New England's
By Mary Penney and Erika
Randmere
The tradition of betting
shirts, a shirt collected from
each losing team member by the
winners, was carried out by most
schools at the New Eng1and
Rowing Championships on Saturday in Worcester, MA. Shirts
piled high on one shoulder,
members of the UNH crew
team were proud after sweeping
almost all events of the day.
Winning eight out of 14 races,
the team put on a show giving
the 17 other teams, including ·
UMass, MIT, Simmons, and
Coast Guard, plenty to worry
about, especially with the National Championships just a·
week away.
The morning races consisted
of semi-final heats. UNH won
most of their heats easily, with
only one novice men's four not
making it to the finals.
According to varsity rower
Fred Marshall, winning was a
contagious feeling. "After seeing the first boat win, the feeling
spread to the others," he said.
The first race to come down
the course was the novice lightweight men. This race was a
clean victory for the men, as they
finished an easy boatlength
ahead of Coast Guard. According
to novice men's coach Doug
Gardener, the lightweights will
be a favorite for next weekend
at the nationals. "They're one
of the best crews in their class
in the country," he said.
In the next race, the novice
women had some technical
difficulties at 1000 meters,
forcing them to stop rowing.
They quickly regained composure and recovered with incred-

ible strength, moving from
fourth place to second in abouf
500 meters. They finished a
strong second place behind MIT,
moving away from third place
UMass.
According to Coach Marc
Lessard, their comeback proves
their strength and desire to win
and next weekend will be the
end result.
"MIT told us the race was
ours. Inside we knew we didn't
lose," Ann O'Shaughnessy, novice oarswoman, said.
The novice women's four did
well considering they had only
rowed together three days before the race. They finished
third out of nine boats.
"The race gave them a chance
to see what they need to work
on," said Lessard. ·
In the Varsity women's Four
race, UNH started out strong,
maintaining the lead up until
the 1500 meter mark. With only
500 meters to go, Coast Guard
women put on a powerful sprint
moving up on UNH, and beat
the Wildcats by only five seconds. Wellesley College finished third.
UNH took control in the next
race, too. The novice men's four
powered out a smooth, effective
start to cake the lead and maintain it through to the finish.
According to novice coach Gardener, the four's victory was a
welcome surprise. He hoped
they'd do well, but he said he
wasn't sure about a win.
"Every year we've lost by a
second. I'm psyched to finally
win-by one second. It has made
four years of rowing worth it,"
CREW, page 23

The UNH women's lacrosse team defeated Loyola 14-5 and UMass 6-4 to win the ECAC
Championship this weekend.(Robin Stieff photo)

Men's lacrosse thumps UVM
By T. Mellow
They weren't supposed to
win, but were they supposed to
be so good?
The West Point Cadets survived what may have been the
biggest scare of their season
Saturday by squeaking out an
11-10 win over the UNH laxmen.
Scared. Like scoring the tiebreaking goal with five seconds
remaining in the game.
Squeaked. ·
So UNH took it out on Vermont yesterday, taking hold of,
chewing up and spitting out the
Catamounts by a score of 20-12.
The win brings UNH to 77 and, with a game against
Dartmouth and the Alumni
remaining, gives the 'Cats a shot
at_both a winning season and
a top 15 national ranking.
Sophomore scoring sensation
Barry Fraser led the Wildcat
attack, tallying five goals and
two assists in the win. Steve
Thomas added four goals and
co-captain Steve Giatrelis three,
while UNH goalie Andy Soma
made 16 saves.
UNH opened the scoring just
1:31 into the game and tallied
once again before UVM' s Scott
Chace was able to bring the score
to

2-1.

But a one-goal margin was
to be the closest UVM would
get as UNH then exploded, with
firing home six consecutive
goals to leave the Catamounts
behind.
UNH then rallied five goals
to UVM's one in the second

quarter, to end the half 14-3.
Although the Catamounts
were able to come together for
seven goals, including five consecutive, in the 3rd period, four
UNH tallies to UVM' s two in
the fourth ended the game in
the Wildcats' favor.
"In some ways it was tough,"
said UNH head coach Ted
Garber. "Trying to get them
( the players) to stay psyched
after Army wasn't easy," he said.
"They played really well-but
in spurts."
Saturday's game with Army,
however, was no game of spurts.
It was good, solid UNH play.
"It was a great game-one of
the best," said Garber. "We took
their team by surprise. They felt
they were going to walk all over
us; that we -would just fold up
and they would blow us out."
But no way, Jose. These 'Cats
were psyched.
UNH's Tom Arrix opened
the scoring just 1 :00 into the
first period. Two other UNH
tallies gave the Wildcats a 30 lead and though Army was
able to put the ball post goalie
Soma twice, UNH also added
two more to lead at the quarter,
5-2.
The second quarter was Army's turn to rally, however, as
the Cadets combined talents for
five consecutive goals to take
the lead at the half, 8-6.
Yet two Wildcat goals in the
third stanza, including the
game-tying tally by Giatrelis,
put the score at 9-9 going into
the fourth. UNH and the Cadets

then exchanged tallies until
Army's Hoymes was able to put
one home with five seconds
remammg.
Bot. These guys were hot.
"We definitely rose to the
occasion," said Garber. "We
missed some golden opportunities. The last eight minutes we
had three man-up situations and
three one-on-ones with the
goalie. But I was pleased with
the effort."
"For about thirty minutes
after the game you look back and
say what if, what if. But in the
end, if you play like that, winning or losing doesn't matter."
UNH next takes on Dartmouth in its final game of the
regular season Wednesday in
Hanover.
"They're not going to be a
pushoyer," Garber said. "Last
year we beat them 15-9; two
years ago we had a nine goal lead
and they beat us 16-15. They
only lost to Princeton by 4
(UNH lost by 2.) They're not
a bad team at all."
"Dartmouth is Division I;
they've done well in big games.
We're going to have to throw
out the records with this one."
Fraser now· leads UNH in
scoring with 31 goals, 12 assists;
sophomore Thomas is second,
with 24 goals, 6 assists. Giatrelis
leads in total points with 48 on
the season.
UNH strongholds Steve Zamojski, Steve Fay, Steve Fenton,
John Silverio and goalie Andy
Soma continue to anchor the
Wildcat defense.

